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He paused for a moment,
The New Indian Empire.— Probably no be in conjunction, at about 10 o’clock in
Indian
Corn or
Indian Corn
or Maize.
Maize.—
—X
A number
number of
of
‘ h seems,’ said he, * as if I had been in event has occurred in the progress of our
the
evening,
at
a
small
elevation
above
the
farmers,
and
fancy
agriculturists,
have pro
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
this place before; but it is like a dream. country, since the establishment of the
western horizon ; Jupiter being about three cured different kinds'of corn, such as the
J AMES K. REM I CH.
Pray, who occupied this house formerly ?’ Federal government, more interesting in
diameters of the moon to the northward of Dutton, Chinese, #c., to be planted this
Office on the Main-streei-opposiie the Meeting-House.
‘ A pest upon him !’ cried the landlord, itself, or fraught with more important con Mars. The present, is an exceedingly fa- spring. We hope they will recollect the
termsoe the gazette and palladium.
‘ nobody but an old priest.
lie was said to sequences. than the settlement of the native
vorable opportunity for observing these necessity of placing it in such a situation
Two <|o!|.irs per auinini, if paid wi'hin the year.—- ' be immensely rich ; and having no relations,
tribes beyond the western limits of the Un planets, for.soon the apparent magnitude of
Interest will be charged on all si bscripttons which
as to prevent an intermingling of the farina
remain unpaid al the expiraiioit of the year. No it was supposed he would leave all his treas ion,
There are now in the territory set Mars will be diminished.—These planets of other varieties. The dust from the tas
paper .discontinued, except at the option ot the pub- ures with the church.
He died suddenly, apart by Congress for their permanent
may easily be found by any one, however sels ol Indian Corn, (which, falling upon
hstier? until all arrearages are paid.
and the priestsand friars thronged into take residence, about 95,000 Indians, belonging
I’lie polisher does not hold himself responsible for
unacquainted with the heavens.
Suppose thesîïÆof the ears, produces the grain,)
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount possession of file money ; but nothing could to 22 separate tribes, and speaking as ma a line from the sun to intersect the heavens,
is often cariied to a great distance by the
barged for its insertion.
they find but ja few ducats in an old leathern ny different languages.
About 20,000 of dividing it into equal portions ; then, these wind.
Thê propriety of the caution
purse.
The worse luck has fallen upon the whole number belong to tribes native
planets will be the first stars observed af which we have given is then sufficiently evi
me ; for since his death, the old fellow con to the soil
MISCELLANEOUS.
But the estimate does not in tersunset in the direction of that line.
dent.
tinues to occupy my house without paying clude the wild Indians of the prairie dr the
New York Literary Gaz.
We have known persons, unacquainted
ADVENTURE OF A MASON.
rent, and there’s oo taking the law of a dead mountains, or those residing nmth of the
with this fact, plant several rows of a pe
There was once upon a time a poor ma- man. The people pretended to hear the Missouri, or around the sources of the Mis
Mousselane de Laine Manufacture.— culiar kind of corn, (for example, red^) and
"son or brick-layer in Grenada who kept all chinking of gold all night long, in the cham sissippi, as air<if these are without the lim
The Glasgow Constitutional says — “ The afterwards be surprised to find it scattered
•’ihe Saini’s days ami holidays, and St. ber where the pld priest slept, as if he were its of the Territory.
mousselane de laine was first introduced through the whole field, the rows which
Monday into the bargain, and yet with all coummg his money, and sometimes a
The average breadth of the Territory is into this country about 3 years ago in a
were expected to produce tirts pwrticuUr,
his devotion he grew poorer and poorer, groaning and moaning about (he court. something.over 200 miles, and its length
fabric composed wholly of wool, within the containing no more than those
around
-and could scarcely earn bread for his nu- Vyheiher true or false, these stories have about 600.
It contains an area of about reach only of the wealthier classes.
To them.
This will cease to excite surprise
mierous family. One night he was aroused brought a bad name to my house, and not a eighty millions of the public land, and is
meet, however, the pretensions of all ranks when we know that it is seldom that an ear
ifrom his first sleep by a knocking al the[ tenant will .remain witbin it.
healthy, well watered, sufficiently timber in society a mixed fabric, consisting of cot of corn is affected by the farina from the
■'door.
He opened it, and beheld before him
‘ Enough,’ cried the mason, ‘ let me live ed, and a great deal of it remarkably fertile,
ton and wool was substituted, coarser wool same stalk.
This is evident from the fact,
-«a fall, meagre, candaverous looking priest. in your house, rent free, until some better and is well adapted for agricultural and
being employed ; and the trade having got that the ear on a stalk standing alone, gen
4 Hark ye, honest friend,’ said the stran- tenant prtseuts, and I will engage to put it pastoral purposes.
Lead ore, iron ore, into a great number of hands, the mousse erally contains but a few grains.
That
?ger, 4 I have often observed that you are a in repair, and quiet (he troubled spirits that coal, and salt springs have been discovered
lane de laine may now adorn the person of these observations are founded upon a cor
'good Christian, and one to be trusted ; will disturb it.
I am a good (’hristfan, and a in it.
And it is said that all who reside any one who can command the price of a rect theory, can be easily proved by cover
¿you undertake a job this very niglit ?’
poor man, and not to be daunted.
there, are well pleased with their situation. common chintz.
Formerly
immense ing the fibres or the ear (called the silk)
4 With all my heart, Seiior Padre, on conTh<j offer of the honest mason was verv
Some few of these, the Choctaws, the quantities were imported from France, on when first visible, with a piece of thin mus
■dition that I am paid accordingly.’
readily accepted, he moved his family into Chickasaws, t he Cherokees, have, to some
The ear
payment of a heavy duty, and when lin, or other similar substance.
4 I’hat you shall be, but you must suffer the house, and fulfilled all bis engagements. extent, written laws lor the internal gov
first introduced, sold at most extravagant remains barren.— Berks Journal.
■yourself to he blindfolded.’
By little and little he restored ii fo its for- ernment ol their respective tribes.
The prices, but now (he foreign goods have
Tojln&dhe mason made no objection ; so mer state. There was no longer heard the Delawares
are
about
imitating their been met with such active opposition from
Mulberry Mania.— In the course of a
being hoodwinked, he was led by the priest clanking of gold at night in the cham example.
With these exceptions, the the British manufacturer, that they are few years, we may expect to find our
through various rough lanes and winding bet, but it began to be heaid by day in the whole ol these’95,000 Indians, divided in
nearly altogether driven from the market. selves in the midst of an almost intermina
passages, until he stopped before the portal pockets of the living m;M'h,
In a word, he to upwards of twenty tribes, who speak France has always had the reputation of
ble forest.
Multitudes of the now’ open
of a house. The priest then applied a key. creased rapidly in wealth, to the admiration different languages, and many of whom en
producing the finest goods in the world, fields which surround us on every side,
turned a creaking lock and opened what of all his neighbors, and become one of the terrain for each other mutual hereditary an
and had our Gaelic neighbors not met are planted with the gold bearing Morus
seemed to lie a ponderous door.
They en richest men in Grenada
He gave large imosities, have for their government no inwith isuch powerful competitors in the Multicaulis.
We understand that one
tered, the door was closed and bolted, and sums to the church, by way, no doubt of tecnational law.
It is manifestly both the British, they might for a long time, and for company have planted 400 acres, a few
the mason was conducted through an echo satisfying his conscience, and never revealed duty and (he policy of our government to
the higher descriplion of goods, have com miles from this city, with this wonderful
itig corridor and spacious hall, into the inte the secret of his wealth until on his death provide against the possible
consequen manded a complete monopoly of the Brit tree. A gentleman, a few miles below us,
rior part of the building.
Here the ban bed, to his son and heir.
ces of this critical state of things.
And it ish market.— At this moment (he number possesses 100.000 trees, which he will sell
dage was removed from his eyes, and he
JFashing ton Irring.
was with (hat view that (he Senate once of hands engaged in this trade is enormous. for $100,000, if he can get it.
Straight
found himself in a portico or court, dim
passed a bill for a Territorial Government, ■—Besides those who are occupied at the sticks, trimmed, three and four feet long,
lighted by a single lamp.
Buds 4 cents
Po-morrow. — Who can (ell how much to be formed by a convention of the tribes printing table, a great proportion, nearly sell Air 50 to 62 1-2 cents.
In the centre was the dry basin of an old
We congratulate our citizens upon
is embraced in this expression ?
Though themselves, requiring only that the Super one half of the handloom weaveis of Scot each.
Moorish fountain, under which the priest re
but a lew hours intervene between it and intendent or Governor should be appointed land, are in full operation in manufacturing the prospect of a fall in firewood.
quested him to form a small vault, bricks
Madisonian.
us, though it will soon commence its course, by the President and Senate, and that the the cloth ; in almost all the smallest villag
»nd mortar being at hand for that purpose.
be approved bv the Presi es in the west there is scarcely a room
who is there (hat can read its single page laws should
He accordingly worked all uighi, but wiihArtificial Nest Eggs.—Nest eggs may
and pronounce the character of its events ? dent, and providing for the appoint merit by idle, and we are pretty safe in saying that
<>m finishing tbej.ib. Just lu fore dav-break,
I o morrow !
Those who are now gay the Indians of one Indian delegate to Con there is not a respectable dealer who will be made of chalk, bone, any kind of wood
the priest put a piece of gold into his hand,
We trust the subject will be resum find any difficulty in obtaining employment <»f a light color, or other white substance
may be sad — those who are now walking gress.
•and having again blindfi'lded him, conduct
the avenues of pleasure, led by the hand of ed and successfully prosecuted at the next from the mousselane de laine manufactmers that will answer all the purposes of natural
ed him back to his dwelling.
This trade has given a mighty impulse to eggs. This is truly an improvement pos
Hope, may be the subjects of intense sor session ol Congress.
4 Are you w illing,’ said he, 4 to return and
Much valuable information concerning the wool trade, but at the same time it has sessing several advantages. A real egg is
row.
Prosperity may be changed into ad
complete your work ?’
versity.
Those who are on the mountain the condilion and prospects of these tribes considerably weakened the hands of the liable to injury by being long in the nesi, in
4 Gladly, Senor Padre, provided 1 am as
summit,
valley.
That
.... 1
Jmay
*■' * • be
• • ' in
’ • the
w t
.
a ihii
i
>rosy is given in a work entitled^ u An Anriual cotton spinners who are complaining of some cases it would be carried off in the
well paid.’
I check may be. overspread with paleness — Register of Indian Affairs in the Indian the small demands for particular sorts of night by some prowling animal ; in cold
4 VV»H, then to-morrow night I will call
Besides oilier important at weather it freezes, and being cracked open
the strong step may falter.
Dea?h may Territory,” by the Rev. Isaac McCoy, who their yarns.
again.’
has devoted the last twenty years of his life tributes, they possess the intrinsic advan and rhe meat exposed, the liens will be more
He did so, and the vault was completed.
it appeals by this tage-—they do not at all ignite on coming into liable to taste it and thus get in the habit of
To-morrow I
It may entirely change to their improvement.
‘ Now,’ said the priest, 4 you must help
the course of our lives.
It may form a woi k that the best informed and civilized, contact with the flame like muslin or cali eating their eggs.— Yankee. Farmer.
me to bring forth the bodies that are to be
new era in our existence.
What we little are the Choclaws, the Chickasaws, the coes.”
buried in this vault.’
Cherokees, and Creeks. »Many of them
To Salt Butter.—BeaJ very well up to
expect, may occur.
What we fear, tn.'iv
The poor mason’s hair rose on his head
have learned our language, our religion,
Origin of\ Foolscap' Paper.— It is well gether in a marble mortar, half a pound of
not happen.
at these words ;'he followed the priest with
T<>-morrow !
Away with anxiety.— our literature, our agricultural pursuits, ami known that Charles I. of England, granted common salt, four ounces of powdered loaf
trembling steps into a tetiied chamber of
Let ns lean on Providence.
I here is a mechanic arts. Some of them studied our numerous monopolies for the support of sugar. To every pound of newly made but
the mansion, expecting to belndd some
Among others was the ter (the milk being well drawed off by beat
Being, to whom all (he distinctions of lime forms of Government, and have organized his government.
ghasdy spectacle of death, but was relieved
The ing,) put an ounce of the mixed powder, in
are (he same, and whois able to dispose ev their Government for the respective tribes privilege of manufacturing paper.
jon perceiving three or lour portal jars siandin imitation of ours.
They have printing water mark of the finest sort was the royal corporate it well, put the butter in pots for
ery thing foj our wise improvement.
ang in one corner. They were evidently full
presses among them — they publish news arms of England.
In about a month — not before—
The consumption of keeping.
-of money, and it was with great difficulty
papers in the English and Indian langua this ■article was great, at this lime, and it will be fit for use ;and it will continue for
Treatment
of
Children.
—
Among
the
that he and the priest cariied them foith
ges.
They print their school books and large fortunes were made by those who ten years as good as butter newly salted.
.andconsigned them to their tomb.
The ancient Greeks the Spartans held a pie- almanacks, &c. — N/wark Daily Adv.
Yankee Farmer.
had purchased the exclusive, right to vend
vault was then closed, the pavement re eminent rank ; they maintained a republi
it.
This, among other monopolies, was
placed, and all traces <jf the work obliterat can government longer than any other na
Wooden Nutmegs Beat.—A cask of clo
Substitute for the San.—The newly set aside by the Parliament that brought
tion— owing to their cate in edm-ating their
ed.
invented light of M. Gamlin, cn which ex Charles to the scaffold, and by way of ver seed from London was sold yesterday
children.
They
were
careful
that
the
The mason was again hoodwinked and
periments were recently made at Paris, is showing their contempt for the King, they by auction, which proved to be colored pur
led forth by a route different from that by bodies of infants should receive proper ah approved modification of the well ordered the royal arms to he taken from ple to suit this market.
The fraud was de
1 The nurses did not bind
which he had come. After they had wander treatment.
known invention of Lieut. Drummond. the paper, and n fool with his cap and tected. The holders knew nothing of the
bed for a long time through a perplexing them in tight swaddling clothes, which While Drummond pours a steam of oxygen bells to be substituted.
It is now more transaction.—N. Y. Express.
l hey
<naze of lanes and alleys, they halted.
The made them strong and well shaped.’
gas, through spit its of wine, upon unslaked than an hundred and seventy five years
This beats a trick played by a Yankee up
■priest then put two pieces of gold into his fed them with plain, wholesome diet, whicli lime, Gaudtn makes use of a more etherial since the foolscap and bell were taken
on the English in Canada. He attempted to
hand. 4 Wait here,’ said he, 4 until yon made them healthy. They inured them to kind of oxygen, which he conducts through from the paper, but still, paper of the size
introduce several hundred bushels of shoe
hear the cathedral be|| toll (or matins.
If Ivbor. Their minds were not neglected-. essences of turpentine.
The Drummond which the Rump Pailiament ordered for pegs ; but the natives, behind us in the
Historians
think
it
wot
th
relating
that
you presume to uncover your eyes before
light is fifteen limes stronger than that of their journals, bears the nameof the water march of mind, preferred the old fashioned
that lime, evil will befall you.’ So saying child)en were taught m>t to be afraid in the burning gas; the Gandin light is, we are mark then ordered as an indignity to
flimsy shoe thread. The Yankee, finding
dark.
The youth were educated in hab
he departed.
assured by the inventor, as strong as that of Charles.
shoes no go, sharpened the pegs at the other
its
of
obedience
to
their
superiors
;
and
in

The mason waited faithfully, amusing
the sun, or 30,000 times stronger than
end, and sold them to the imported Johnny
himself by weighing the gold peices in his structed to behave with becoming gentle gas, ami of course ten limes more than the
The origin of (he Mormon Bible, which Bulls for seed oats.— World.
ness to all ; innocent mirth w’as allowed,
lhand, and clinking them against one anoth
Drummond.
The method by which M. has puzzled so many to account for, being
er. The moment the bell rung its matin but that kind of raillery and joking which Gandin proposes to turn the new inven evidently the production of a
cultivated
[From the Connecticut Courant.J
•peal, he uncovered his eyes, and found him- gives-unnecessary pain to inliers was dis tion to use is singularly striking.
He pro mind, yet found in the hands of exceedingly
If those persons whose fruit or shade
allowed.
r
l hey were likewise taught nev
TSelf on the banks of the Penil, from whence
poses to erect in the island of the Point ignorant and illiterate persons, is at length trees have suffered from the canker worm,
In this
tie made the best of his way home, and rev- er to compl >io but from necessity.
Nvuf, in the middle of the Seine and cen explained, says the Newburyport Herald or other insects, will try a simple expedient,
sefled with bis family for a whole fortnight, last particular, many parents among us tre of Paris, a light house, five hundred feet It was written in 1812, for amusement, as the}' may entirely remedy the evil for the
A child
•on the profits of his two nights work, after disagree with the Spartan mode.
high, in which is to be placed a light from a historical romance of the lost race, the re future.
Bore with a small augur a hole in
frets
and
complains
—
the
parent
hires
it tr> a hundred thousand to a million of gas mains of whose numerous mounds and forts
«which he was as poor as ever.
the tree just below the lowest branch ; make
be
s/z7Z.
The
child
finds
the
easiest
way
He continued to work a little and pray a
pipes strong, the power to be varied as the are found on the banks of the Ohio. The the hide slant down a little, and have it ex
;good deal, to keep saint’s days and holidays to get favor, is to be troublesome and tur nights are light or dark. Paris will thus author was Rev. Samuel Spaulding, who tend nearly to the centre of the tree ; fill it
The parent, to procure present
ffrom year to year, while his family grew up bulent.
enjoy a sort of perpetual day, and as soon resided at New Salem, Ohio ; and on the ap almost full of sulphur, and put, in a plug of
peace, lays the foundation of his own future
»a^ gaunt and -ragged as a ere tv of gypsies.
as the sun of the Heaven is set, the sun of peal ance of a Mormon preacher there, many wood to keep out the rain. This should
of the friends of the deceased clergyman, re be done before the sap begins to flaw in the
As he was seated one morning at the disquiet and the child’s unhappiness.
the Point Neuf will rise.
collected passages which he had read to them spring ; as it rises it will difluse the sulphur
door of bis hovel, he was accosted by a rich
Mechanic's Magazine.
during the time he was engaged in compos in such a manner as to prevent the insects
x»ld man, who was noted for owning many
Reasoning Power in the Ant.—-Kahn re
On enquiry, the original MS. was from touching either Laves or blossoms.
^houses and being a giiping landlord.
lates that the celebrated Dr. Fianklin told
Fenus, Jupiter and Mars.—Our readers ing it.
4 1 am told, friend, that you are very him, that, having placed a pot containing may not all be aware, that these three plan found among his papers. It also appeared
One who has tried it.
spoor.’
treacle in a closet infested with ants, these ets are visible every clear evening, and that that at one time he had some thoughts in
4 There is no denying the fact, Senor ; it insects found their way to it and were feast they are seen with great brilliancy.
A man in Philadelphia was recently
Vv- relation to printing the work, and that it re
speaks for itself.’
ing very heartily when he discovered them. nus, immediately after sun set, appears in mained in a printing office for a long time. drowned by falling into the vat of a distillery.
‘ 1 presume then you will be glad of a job, He then shook them out, and suspended
the path of the sun, at a considerable ele Sidney Rigdon, who has figured so largely-in How many people are drowned by having
and wfll work cheap.’
the pot by a siring from the ceiling.
By vation above the western horizon.
Jupi the history of the Mormons, was at that the contents ol a distillery fall into their own
4 As cheap as my master, or any mason in chance one ant remained, which, after eat ter now appears with a light inferior only time employed in this printing.office, and it vat.
<3renad>i.’
ing its fill, with some difficulty found its to that of Venus, at a considerable eleva was no doubt copied by him.
4 Thd’s what I want.
I have an old way up the string, and tlience reaching the tion, at the same hour, above the eastern
Kilby street, Boston, received its present
liouse going to decay, that costs me more ceiling, escaped by the wall to its nest.
In horizon, in the quarter of the heavens op
Management of Poultry.—ee An Inquir name in 1768 — previous to that time, it was
¡than its'jft-orth to keep it in repair—for no- less than half an hour a great company of posite to Venus.
er” asks us how he is to manage to make known by the distinguishing appellation of
Ibody yyHl live in it; so I must contrive to ants sallied out of their hole, climbed the
Mars may be seen in the direction of a his hens lay eggs ? and in reply to his in Mackerel Lane.
patch H up, and keep it together at as small ceiling, crept along the string into the pot, line from Jupiter to Venus, near Jupiter, quiry we wpuld remaik, that he should pro
expense as possible ’
Rum, while in “ HOGS-heads,” is capable
and began to eat again. This.they contin and a little to the southward of this line; vide them At some place convenient to the
The .mason was accordingly conducted to ued until the treacle was all consumed, one this planet now presents to the earth an hen-house, with Hute and gravel, and give of doing but little mischief; but when it
a huge deserted house that seemed going to swarm running up the string while another apparent size more than twenty times lar them fresh water daily ; that they should be nets into men’s heads it arouses the Old
ruin. Passing through several empty halls passed down. Thus one ant must have ger than when in the opposite part of its alternately fed with parched corn, wheat Boy himself,
and chambers, he entered an inner court, communicated the situation of the pot to its orbit, and may readily be distinguished and buck wheat, ami occasionally to be given
where his eye was caught by an old Moor comrades, and guided them to it by the only from all other stars by its ruddy color.— a few cabbage leaves when the ground is
Regard your reputation as your richest
ish fountain.
On the 19th July, Jupiter and Mars will ' covered with snow.—Farmer and Gardener.! jewel.
road by which it was accessible.
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—.. — ivuu>i>.ur i. Ku.’iuvia “ no'belter than the pigs
[From the Floridian, of the 20th April.]
‘
The Boundary Question.—-It has been
3V E W S .
( and dogs.” His argument wiih the old sirtok»
MAIL ARTICLES
|The Indians..—General Macomb has arriv- ported in London that the British Minis^*
ers is the most irresistible. He admits that
__ ritory, viimgvu
charged with
duty u»
of ( ami “
the
Minister liau
had «greed
agreed--^
—— i ed hj ,jhe Tefriivij?,
»»m« the
me uuij
j» American ......
uboñ
From Saturday evening's Mercantile Journal. the task of reformation will he difficult. They
Conviction of the Braganza Pirates. -At
__ : negotiating a truce with the Seminóles, one ¡ the basis of an arrangement on the boundar
i..i1 of
plead that death will be the consequence of the U. S. Circuit Court on Wednesday, H1
LATER FROM ENGLAND.
-1’*the
’ ' provisions of ’which,
z
1 we learn,
”• will
! question.
This report
was alluded
to arii| to"f^and co’
be I question.
This report
was alluded
them, however, session at New York, Cornelius Wilhelms
f
The ship Susanna Cummings, Capt. Salter, abandoning the habit, Let
““ to allow the Indians to occupy the country tradicted by a ministerial paper of April 3 Jj
arrived at this port last evening, from Liver he says, “ consider that a continuance in it i and Joseph Van Bruggen were tried for pi- south of latitude 27 30, within a short dis-1 an explanation was given of the state of th
nnd murder, The facts proved on the tance
pool, bringing papers from that port to the 5th will eventually kill them, and their death^by ! racy and
»nn/.a from Tampa
R..•> Bay, provided
t.,1 ,
na..r.n.
' rssp,
Ju this explanation, after recitin« t| 8
they
cannot
J case.
of.April, inclusive, the day of sailing—for the (fie law will follow their apprehension. 'Phey trial were conclusive as to the guilt of the be bought off.
proceedings of the American Government J*
loan of which we are indebted to the Messrs. are sure of meeting their death by one ofthese prisoners, and the jury returned a verdict of
Whether Sam Jones will grant the Gen on (he award of the King of the Netherland^
Topliffs.
means, and supposing their leaving off the Guilty, in five minutes after leaving the eral an interview is yet unknown—we think and also the proposal of ihe British Gove^
Cotton, it will be perceived, has declined a drug will be fatal to them, which is far from Court. The circumstances attending this a- it doubtful. Gen. Taylor, we believe, is the ment to divide the territory in dispute anf
little.
I being certain, their death would not he dis . trocious crime for which these 'men are only officer who can obtain an interview its rejection, the paper goes on to state th t
The papers are filled with speculations re honorable. Do not then ye veterans, delay to doomed to suffer the dreadful penalty of with the hostiles. The Indians say he has the State of Maine had required “(battl
lating to the N. E. Boundary question —but no break off’the habit.” We have been favored death, were as follows, as appears from the !! never deceived them, and that they are wil- territory should be surveyed, and the bound!6
serious apprehensions seem to be entertained with the following extract of a letter received evidence, which is reported in full in the ling to confide in his promises of protection. >7 hue {struck according to the treaty of (7§m
I W*
°
IJ V| | «7 J,
of a war, the horrors of winch are deprecated in this city, dated Canton, Jan. 13. *' The o-. New York papers :
----------------------------------n ..
j1 It is ihei-fiinnn
thereupon adflpd.
added,—
—"in
u to thie
this the BiiiiJk
! ,pium trade for the ,present,, is completely
by the press.
.
„ sus- |
The
___ ,w
brig
,„ Braganza sailed from PhiladelREMOVALS FROM OFFICE.
; Governme’nt can have no objection, hovVev'
84 1'1 I I idealers'
! il 41 I O 1» CJ ! phia for Genoa, on the 7th of July last.
The London Observer of the 31st of March, pended, and seizures of smokers and
The
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“ We have been assured, on authority, on . East and West Coast is in the same situation. ¡mate, Thomas
g Post Masters were “RE-¡er, be manifestly useless to appoint' a
Vanderslice—the second : that the following
vx/Uiol-k
tar**
mnv
thut
»
L*
;
which we may place reliance, that proposals
___ I mate Robert Moir.
The crew consisted of ¡MOVED FOR OPINION’S SAKE,” be
.
H,jSsjon, without a clear preliminary under*
have been sent out by the Great Western,'
English Politics. lt is believed by the ! four able seamen, among whom were the ! tween the 4th of March, 1837, and the 1st of
’ standing between the two governments ast'
Which left Bristol on this day week for New c|earest minds
....... .... the
.......American
.............
------------ , . two
•
j the principles by which the inquiry is |,°
s among
commo- ,’ ,prisoners,
boys and a black man who act- | February, 1839 : —
York, for the adpistment of the Boundary nitv,that, in the language of Cardazo, there is ed as
—cook.
---- !.. There were also on board as In Maine
there were 40 Remova's, regulated. J'he proposition ofihe British Got.
\‘mC?r1ie?lu Oi ,he desPa\Shes’’;‘«a uikmb
crisis at
at n«.iu
hand ><>
in ougouiu
England which
will C
enNew Hampshire
.
»v.ih .i wm
n-1 passengers, Mrs. Turley, the wife of the
4 Removal.*, ernmenl will be forwarded to the United Sial'
,a.'æL. U
j 1 ,e; , c°ncuriæuce ol our sure tfie triumph or the downfijll ;Of the Radi-? Captain, ami Mr. Diehl, the owner ofihe
Vermont
Removals, by the next packet." This it will be observj
govermnent, and
views of Mr.
..... meet
........ also
„
.the
„ ..........
..
parly* ; that the elements of discord be- j vessel, and his wife.
6
Massachusetts
Removals, j was on the 3d of April.
Stevenson, the U. S. Minister.
tween those who originally united under the j
Ou the night of the 5di of August, Mr.
Connecticut
Removals, (! , Upon ibis statement the London Times of
The London Times of the 4th ult. alludes 1 principles of Parliamentary reform pervade i Moir, who was sleeping in his state room,
New York
lib remarks:
remarks —1 The statement to w|iic|.
48 Removals, i the 4lh
to the above rumor, and contradicts it. The the Whigs so thoroughly that they must fall j was awakened by the cries of the chief mate,
New Jersey
4 Removals, ’ the government writer refers, but misrepieeditor is strongly opposed to another arbitra- ! to pieces, and that new party combinations j on deck, wlio was screaming murder.
Pennsylvania
He
45 Removals, i.seuts and contradicts, is that the whole
lion—declaring that the rejection of the King will arise in which those who were allies and sprung out of his berth, 1
Delaware
«nd proceeded on
1 Removal, tion is to be re-opened ; that there is t0 |)e j
of Holland’s award on a former occasion, was ! coadjutors will find themselves in the position deck, following the captain, who was5 also
Maryland
13 Removals, new survey, new commissioners, and another
a breach of faith On the part of the United , of adversaries if not enemies. In the seces aroused by the sound. He there found
Virginia
Mr.
11 Removals, arbitration if the commissioners cannot iioree
States.
j sion of Lord Brougham and Lord Durham re Vanderslice lying on deck wounded
North Carolina
and
Removals, We think it not unlikely that this siateinenj
Advices from Mauritius have reached Bor- !
cently, and in that of Lord Stanley and Sir bloody, with his hand hanging down the
South Carolina
2 Removals, wdl prove correct, especially as the P;i|(|l(1.
deaux of a destructive fire which broke out; James Graham, sometime since, may be seen companion way. A scuffle immediately
Georgia
Rut ^orth the following feeler 1^
4 Removals. Si-Of|l
enat Pon faoflis~m December last. The deslruc- j the evidences of deep discord and incurable
sued between the Captain and Mr. Moir,
Louisiana
3 Removals,
tion of property is estimated at 50,000 piastres. I alienation. It cannot be doubted, from pres
Mississippi
and the mutineers, who were armed with
5 Removals,
The feeler referred to is a remark that the
Liverpool cotton market—April 4. The ! ent appearances, that Lord Melbourne will, .-is
handspikes and sheath knives.
The cap
Arkansas
3 Removals, most equitable mode of determinimr the etn
sales since last Thursday amount to 9000 bags,' Earl Grey did, soon separate from the mass
A la ba ma
tain was driven below, and the second mate
8 Removals, barrassing question, is to abandon all
of which 2000 are sold to day. Prices are I of those English reformers, who may not be
Kentucky
was thrown overboard—but he carried one
6 Removals, at defining the boundary meant by the treaty
lowered l-4c. per lb. Arrived three vessels willing to push their principles to extremes,
of the mutineers along with him, to whom a
Tennessee
5 Removals, of 1783, and to take up the question de novo'
from the United States,, one from Brazil, and
as the advocates of universal suffiagc and an rope was thrown. Mr. Moir also caught at
Missouri
12 Removals, to consider what position of the froltiij3~
one from Egypt.
nual parliaments ; but yet who are willing and the rope, and while struggling to save him
Ohio
43 Removals, best adapted to maintain peace between (|l8.
U
One day later. Since the above was in prepared to adopt important modifications in self, he was badly wounded by the mutin
Indiana
13 Removals, two countries, ami to make an interchiuiW
type, Messrs. Topliffs have received Liver the domestic institutions and policy of the eers, who struck him with handspikes to
Illinois
« 16 Removals, territory, or pay a sum of money for such «
pool papers of the 6th, one day later, by the State.
compel him to let go of the rope —his arm
Michigan
“ 18 Removals, ti act of territory as may be essential to Great
ship Chatham.
Wisconsin
A significant manifestation of the existing was fractured. At this moment the captain
“
5 Removals. Britain, il jt should appear (hat (he American
By the Liverpool Chronicle of the 6th, we state of parties in England, is afforded by a having armed himself with a cutlass, came
H e i e is a I ¡st o f T H R E E H UN D R E D A N D claim can be supported by equitable iiiouf
learn that Louis Philippe has at length patch- ' recent vote on the Corn Laws, in the House on deck and attacked the mutineers, which SIXTY FOUR POST MASTERS, who |
Il seems probable, therefore, that some |,ro.
ed up a sort of make shift administration, ’ of Lords, in which Lord Melbourne united attracted their attention from the -second were PROSCRIBED during the year of Van :
position was to be forwarded by the next pad',
which will not command respect nor con fl....... -the
.......Conservatives in ,resisting
Vo,o....s a
.,j presca mate, who succeeded in getting on board, Buren’s reign—a number far greater than all et, and it may he expected by the Liverpool
i-1! with
any
dence from any party—and which are callefl
and::hi<*h
The the Removals from office made by Wash- i but I he precise nature of the pronosiiioh’
,
' ent. modification. Betwixt
“
’ the
’ Court
- _____
'.rJ and crawled down into the cabin.
the Jlpril Fool Ministry—consisting cf
° :
1 noble
• • Viscount has a game captain was overpowered by the mutineers, ington, John Adams, Jefferson, Madison, I whether lor a preliminary arrangement foj
of M. British
Senate, the
Gasparin, Secretary of State for the''interior to play which requires all the plausibility of and was thrown overboard while pleading Monroe and John Quincy Adams 1—N. Y.
settling the conditions fur a new commis
— M. Girod, Keeper of the Seals, &c.—Duke the finished diplomatist, all the eyes of an Ar- earnestly for life.
He w'as seen from the Express.
sion or for an unconditional reference of i|lg
of Montebello, Minister of Foreign Affairs— , gus, and all .the open honor of an English cabin windows by the terrified inmates of
subject to a new commission and arbitraGen. Despans Cuhieres, Minister at War- : statesman. We doubt hrs competency to so the cabin, for some minutes struggling in the
Riot and Murder.—The M illedgeville Re Hon, it is difficult to determine from tho
Baron Tupinier, Minister of Marine and the profound a task ; nor can we see * the bidings water.
corder says, that twenty-one Irish workmen above statements.
Colonies. M. Parant, Minister of Public In / of his power” to carry him through, and beat
The companion doors were then fastened from Savannah, who were going to work on ,
The diplomatic correspondence on the
struction—M. Gautier, Minister of Finance. his baiters back. It is believed by those whose with spikes—and the crew took charge of the rail road at Altalioony, near the house of
question of the boundary bad been laid |)e.
It was at one time contemplated by the kirn* opinions we are accustomed to respect, that the vessel, and altered her course for the a Mr. Bromley, were attacked by about 70
to open the session without any Ministry n't .Melbourne will be found separating himself British Channel.—Wilhelms acted as Cap Irishmen, employed by Mr. Thomm’s on the fine I arhament, and is primed in the London 1 imes. We do not observe any docunil —but simply to have appointed four Royal more and more from his early political friends tain. Several days afterwards, after much rail road, where they encamped, who killed '
mems which had not been previously pub.
Commissioners to face the Chambers in the of reform, and constructing an administration négociation between the persons confined
two of them on the spot, and severely wound- Iished here by order of Congress.
king’s name.
in Connexion with the Moderate Conserva in th» cabin, and the mutineers, the laiter ed eight or ten more. Thirty of the murder
___ _ . Boston Daily ¿fa
tives under the Duke of Wellington or Sir agreed that the dormer should come on ers have been arrested and committed to jail
Rohan Potatoes are about as much “the*
LATER FROM CANTON.
Robert Peel, or abdicating : this being the deck ; and finally agreed to give them the to await their trial.
rage as mulberry trees. They nie rare|y
The Mercantile Journal has been favored constant tendency of things in England while long boat—into which Mr. and Mrs. Diehl,
bought by the bushel, because that would inby the Messrs. Topliffs, with a file of Canton the landed aristocracy forms an important Mrs. Turley, Mr. Moir, ami the cook, gladly
Mr. Duncan of Ohio, has threatened to
papers to the 12th Jan. inclusive, received element of the government. No minister who transferred themselves—and were the next pull the nose of the ediiorof the Cmciimaii volve too great an expenditure, but by the
by the ship Yo>k. arrived at New York —from governs in that country through Parliament day picked up by the brig Edwin, bound to Republican. The editor says he don’t be dozen or single one 1 Mr. Augustus Clark in
which it appears that there has been quite an i as at present constituted, can conduct public Greenock. When they left the vessel. Mr. lieve the doctor would undertake io pull any this town rsjellmg ihem as high as 6 pennies
. a piece or 75 cents per dozen, at which any
excitement at that place growing out of the , affairs without a constant deference and large Vanderslice was lying on the cabin floor,
body’s nose, unless he should happen to mis
determined efforts of the Viceroy to put a ij concessions to the landed interest, as repre languishing under his wounds.
He after take that useful appendage for the cork of a ; reader can tell belter than we can, what they
would reach by the bushel. Bm after all, th«
stop to the smuggling of opium, which it is sented in Parliament; particularly in the wards died—and his body was thrown over whiskey bottle.
Well known, is carried on to a great extent.
I| House of Lords. Earl Grey manifested, as board.
potatoes at such prices are doubtless profit».
I b e potatoes. Every thing ol thissort is var
A number of arrests had been made both at soon as his ministry was formed,, the irresistiThe witnesses who deposed to the fore
Suicide of one ofihe Pirates of the Braganiable in proportion to its capacity for re-pro*
Canton and Macoa, about the latter end of i file force of this aristocratical dominion over going facts were Mr. Moir, Mr. Diehl, James
za.—Joseph Ver Bruggen, one of the two piNovember, and most of the brokers and other him. He was driven from office because he Davy, Qi boy) and the cook.
John Adams,
rates
who
were
on
Wednesday
last
convicted
natives engaged in the trade, fled into the could not escape this dominion ; and the re one of the mutineers, hanged himself at -/•.>
•
G *1 one Kolian will produce more tliiiii
of the piracy
of the Braganza, was found
■ a bushel of good sound nutricious potatoes is
country. While the excitement, owing to this formers were determined that he should not Embden, in the King of Hanover’s domin
dead in his cell on Saturday morning, having
g it dear at sixpence? Many experiments have
unexpected activity on the part of the author govern through its influence. Lord Melbourne ions, where the nmtineerg proceeded with
hung himself during thè night# He was a
a been tried which establish the character oltlw
ities contmued-it happened that a seizure has been engaged in a constant struggle to es the brig, and were arrested as soon as they
native of Antwerp and 35 years old.
' potatoe for an enormous vield. Aside from,
was made of some dollar boxe^, containing o- i cape from or overcome it by the "agency of arrived. The Other mutineer, named KneudJournal
of
Commerce.
plum, vyhich were landed opposite a foreign i other influences—by that of‘the Democratic son, has been acquitted, on the ground that
j its use for man, what a capital root for cattle!:
factory. The coolies who were employed in si»irit and power. He is subdued by it also his participation in the guilt was compul
But perhaps we only waste ink and paperhy
S'ac/^cciiZen/.—The National Gazette says'
landing it were seized, and confessed fljat it i on an important question of domestic reform sory.—Mer. Jour.
trying to persuade people to “ leather their
that
the
wall
of
a
building
in
Strawberry
was brought from on board an American ship !
own nests by cultivating Rohan pbtatoes;the corn laws. Without the landed inter
street in Philadelphia, gave way on Thurs
at Whampoa—and orders were issued that the j est and aristocratic power he cannot govern ;
Dreadful Explosion.—The Baltimore Pat day morning, and buried five or~six persons, j jNorthampto'n Courier.
foreigner, at whose factory the opium had and he wil^ignalize the
..... ____
_
______
_
11O
.
fate of all adminis- riot publishes several letters detailing the carpenters and brick-layers, in the ruins. !
JJumber of JVewspapers~publishd w thebeen lauded, Mr. Innis, and the consignee of* nations m England that attempt to rule withdistressing particulars <of“ an explosion
‘ '
of Four of them, three men and a boy, were so //or/i/. —A German paper says-Iu Spain
the ship, Mr. Talbot, as well as the ship her- i; n
“
'
”
"
'
”
‘
’
out it, as Parliament is at present constituted gunpowder at Rush’s store in'Hancock, badly injured that they died soon after.
.there are 12 newspapers-in Portugal 17-im
store in Hancock,
self, should leave China within three days_ i ’ they
. ___
___
___ .......
must
coalesce
with it or resign the pos- Washington County, on the evening of the
Swnzerlaml 36-in Belgium 62-in Denmark.
and the Hong merchant who had received the ' 8ession of political power,■ iA crisis is there- 1st inst. It seems that Rush was serving
American Manufacturers.—The follow ! 80-m Austria 82—m Russia and Poland
ship, was ordered to wear the wooden collar <nre deemed to be rapidly
.
■ '..... d approaching in goods to some customers, and that there was
,
in Holland 150 — in Great, Britain 274—im
and sent with it to Whampoa to be shown to F
- ' - * of. .....................
England,
which the late ‘corn law is but the an open keg of powder under the counter. ing paragraphs speak well for our American I oAo'58-'* ^8 — iii the other Germanic, slates
manufacturers:—
»be fleet!
sign
„„ ov
,
I1II1SI
ome
sign or
or exponent.
exponent. \
The
struggle
must C
come
One of the letters states that Rush “ snuffed
“ Morris Locomotive Manufactory at Phila | 308-m Australia 9—in Africa 12-in Asia*
1 his caused quite a commotion at Canton, up on one of those broad questions that test his candle with bis fingers, and threw the
and the suspension of all trade, which contin- i die power of the Aristocracy to resist the spi- burning snuff upon the floor, or upon the delphia— We learn from the Philadelphia 2/—and m America 1,138; from which ii
North American, that 78 Locomotives and will be seen that there are more than half as.
ued for three weeks. In the mean time, Mr.! ™ of innovation. The first of these questions
oose powder.” The conseipience was the
Jnms applied for a chop to go to Macoa, and »bat must occur, it is thought, will be the le- building was blown up, and Rush-two of Tenders, &c., have be*m completed since the many newspapers published in America,,
(with the exception of France which the wri
addressed a letter to (he Hong merchants, in gis.ative
gis!-4'-’"'“ separation
. ........ •
of Great Britain and Ire- his children—two customers, and several establishment ofthese works, of which 1 has
ter has left out, and well he may, for she has
which he completely vindicates Mr. Talbot bind
as it
will,,, the
d(
....1 :; iuvuivmg,
involving, as
it will,
the dominion
of other persons were seriously, and some of been sent to Ca* ton, I to Cuba, 1 to England,
2 to Germany, 2 to Austria, and 71 to differ so completely muzzled the. press, that thereand the ship at Whampoa, as also his coolies, »be established church in Ireland,
One of the letters
- ---..... The two them mortally injured.
i might as well be none,) than there is in die
from any participation in the smuggling of great parties are girding their loins for this says :—
ent parts of the United States.
___ hands
......... ........
r„
, and 7,K)!e. u?rld P'u ”»g«ther. and with not one
opium, of which he is accused.
j terrible conflict, and its determination must,
There are now 300
employed,
. .t.t.?bere were fourteen persons in the 60 Locomotives and Tenders. &c. are finish - j fortieth of the population.
. The smuggling boats all left Whampoa, as! n .,l.s ,re?,u,ls» sweep away the bulwarks of the
building at the tune, six of whom are dan ed per annum, together with a large amount i
it was said, not to return—and the Hong mer- British Constitution, founded on the present
Odd way to delect a thief—& lady in the
gerously wounded-some with legs, others of other machinery.
chants required from all house-holders m the J structure and constitution of Parliament, or
upper part of the city, a few days since, inisswith
arms
broken,
and
all
with
their
faces
“ The foreign orders now on hand, which
factories, a bond that they will not engage in I establish and confirm its powers of resistance
scarified in a shocking manner.
Daniel will all be shipped before the first of August ed nearly four pounds of butter. On inquir
smuggling on the river on that side of the ! to democratic innovation. We wish success
Kush and two journeymen shoemakers are next, are as follows :-For Prussia 2, Austria ing of her maid what had become of it, she
Bogue. The Canton Press of the 6th of Jan 1 for that party which shall establish the bona
declared that the cat had ate the whole,as
not expected to live.
Three of Daniel’s
uary, says, « The events of December caused i maxima $ the most good and 1 largest liber children are among those seriously injured, 2, Hungary 2, England 9.”
j she herself detected her in swallowing the
many gloomy forebodings as to the future— ty,’ for the people of England,—whatever
TLpP f .. M u . lSt>n°rseL Asl‘,,i’swas yet hardly outof
but the youngest child miraculously escaped
Fire at Watertown. Mass.- T.'.., P
but so far, lhe new year has began well, as on may be its name.—Philadelphia Gazette.
' ---------hr k'Henhood, the lady couldnot believethat
unhurt.
It was in the cradle, and those belonging to Peter C. Jones of this city, situ
the first day of the ‘year, the shipping, which
who first arrived at the scene of ruin and ated at Watertown, was totally destroyed by■ she had made way with so much butter; and
had been suspended during three weeks, was
LORD DURHAM’S REPORT ON THE distress, saw its little hand above the rub fire, at about 5 o’clock Thursday morning. It ordered the maid to get the scales, with which-,,
resumed, partially at least ; all such ships as
weighing the cat, she found its weight short
provinces.NT °F the british bish, and on removing the falling timber, is supposed to have been struck by lightning,
had been secured by Hong merchants previ
they found that the cradle had preserved the as it was discovered, a few minutes after a of two pounds. This circumstance confoundous to the seizures of opium at Canton, bein'*
Mrs severe shock, to he all in flames. Insured in ed the girl, she immediately confessed the*
The House of Assembly of Upper Canada child from being crushed to death.
permitted to load and unload—but the Hong
theft, ami the lady forgave her, but discharg
Rush,
Daniel
’
s
father
and
mother,
John
this city for $5,300.— Olive Branch of 4th.
merchants still refuse to secure the newly ar | has lately adopted a series of resolutions ex
ed her from service.-A*. Y. Despatch.
rived. The opium boats have all left the riv pressing their opinion in favor of the adop- Craig Murphy Pool, Mr. Kingsly and son
Every body
The thieves who stole $6000 in bank notes,
er, and sm h of the passage boats as arrive, are | lion by the Imperial Parliament of several fun are all more or less injured.
ft is said that the cause of quarrel, in theonly permitted to pass the Bogue with a pass damental principles for the new Constitution seems to be in a state of gloomy amazemen t belonging to (he Ocean and Powow River late duel near the North Carolina line, «rose
—
wonder,
curiosity
and
astonishment
pre

Banks, in 1838, from a stage
t
j of the Colonies, corresponding nearly with
from the officers there.”
on the Salem : at die Petersburg races, and w-as found in thevail.”
r
turnpike, have been arrested in‘ New York.
i following words, spoken by Mr. Wilson, ift
The Canton Press of the 12th of January ¡some of the recommendations of Lord DurR f
m
.--------I presence of Mr. Jones—“ I know enough of
says, “another edict against the smokit g of 1 barn. They are strongly in favor of a union
..M L.,. .? nn r nsei'Tt telIs a story of a Southern people to know that they arweomJI man and his wife murdered.— The Chica
opium has been issued by the Viceroy during of Lower Canada with the Upper Province
who Pjy with their obligations.” They fought flta
the week—and the opium trade continues ab , with the exception of that part which lies go Democrat states that a man and his wife chap returning from Boston on foot, who
solutely stopped.” There were nearly twenty j East of the Madawaska, which they recom- !I were a few days since murdered on the canal was so essentially corned that he took the distance of six paces.
I
mend
should
be
united
with
New
Bnmswick.
'
canal
instead
of
the
turnpike
road,
and
waded
in Will county. The man gave a serious of
foreign ships still unsecured with cargoes on
From Jamaica. — By the brig Cicero, Ciipb
board.
®
ij I hey propose that Lower Canada shall have ; fence to a few of his fellow laborers, who came three miles before he discovered his mis
Fry, arrived at this port this morning, it) 28?
| 50 members in the United House of Assam-1 to his house, and while he was standin«- be take.
The Daily Advertiser says—On the 13th of
days from Kingston^ Jamaica, we have a fileI»ly, the right of election after a certain date, > fore them trying to explain the difficulty'! one
January the trade of the port was k
of the Royal Gazette to the 23d of March.
re opened . to be confined to those who hold land in free of them plunged a Bowie knife into his bow
by order of the local government. It was mi- 1
•Another Fever.—A new species of cotton
els and ripped him entirely open. His wife seed is now selling in Alabama at 50 cents a , The account given by the Gazette of tlifr
Sugar Crops is very unfavorable. Many
I
,
.
.............. .....
,SU1» m another room, hearing his dying shriek left Kernel !
proprietors finding it impossible to get their
“
|' the leiiant °f lands m Lower Canada, so as to t,ie house to give the alarm. But the labor
dancy in the imperial councils. ,pv
Three
prinhree prin- ¡extend to the owners, who would be other- e,s called her, assuring her that no harm was
cane converted into Sugar, except at prices
ces of the blood had been deprived of their wlse c
wise disfianehiseil, the exercise of the elec-! do,Wi to
The last of the troops received their pay on which would -entail a loss, have had it cut
— ?ier husband,
.M.oMaun, and
rtiUJ that
mat he
ne wanted
wanted m
to
honors, and others well punished for bad live fr
.ranchise. They propose that the En»- ................
" returned,
•
• and• no sooner had she Fuday. The Barracks were sold at. auc down and burnt, so as to be prepared for the
see her. c
She
practices, of which opium smoking was the
'sh language shall be used exclusively in the entered the room than the knife, wet with the tion for three hundred and forty dollars— next crop, hoping by that lime that the is*
principal.
,
| legislative, judicial, and other public proceed- ’ °rd| ° <!‘ur ",s,bantl> «’as plunged into her, they cost between eleven and twelve hun land would be more quiet, and the attempt
A new edict has been issued against the use
to. manufacture Sugar then he successful..
;Jley propose that the surplus revenue and she fell dead upon his body, not yet cold. dred dollars.—Bangor Democrat.
of opium. It consists in an earnest exhorta?
exhorta ¡ot
the Post Office, and all other branches of 1 he murderers have been arrested.
1 he Gazette says that the defalcation in the
Hon and warning
this’ pvilil,
pernicious hab-'? revenue shall be placed at the disposal ofihe
— against
— ------«•»»»
actual return of the Sugar Crop, will- be im-Eiec/nHfv.
—
Have
re

it. 1I he use
use of ojmtm,
<qfinm, the edict declares, cor
cor- jI to 7" i V^'s’ature, and that the same Legismense, and the shipping which usually were*
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a separate P°’"‘edi .i
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Sir Allen N. McNab f the ship America, from PernambucT'renorts
“
I
i
.
nr;n niiV7ii
by
the far*
appeal J?
to tthe
rich
and the poor, the noble and aa,,d
Merrit Esq/Connnis«
Fso Commi-b that the expedition arrived at Orange Harbor' mlrs^
.æ nC
^ ani
.h<’ William Hamilton Merrit,
:an early period of the season.” Yet we
>- ron
. r February,
n i
. 40 days from Rio * rneis and laborers who were on the dyke bethe mean the young and the old smoker, to loners to proceed to England’on the nart of
” the
the 1 irut.
17th of
in
| would not have it considered, adds the Ga
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c
’
d
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0
i
tWeen
^
Wode
and
Hasselt,
perceived
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mobreak off this vile habit. Tn his address to the 11)6 House.—Boston Mv.
& 1 °* Jaheiro
,
T......... -,all
well.and Flying
"
| poise,
Sea Gull
Fish ^u edf’on°^ ' ide!fiS i^-’® th<3 <lif!har£e of the Metric flu- zette, that the people are not working; they
nobles, he says that by perseverance in this)
_____ .
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y
14 I I <4 IClx.l 4
! cruise m th* ........
w- . ®rt,,ed °n a )’d> tha» d»eir own clothes, with all the trees, do labour,, hut so unsatisfactorily, that we
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SknI-CeistewNial Celeb RAliGtf.—The
Genius.—Our village will surely become
fiftieth anniversary of the inauguration of a Paradise by and by ! What with the ar-i
PROBATE NOTICES
lhat are growing up, the contrivances
Washington as President of the United
FEW Loads of SEA WEED will be
SATURDAY, MAY 11, 1839.
for human comfort ami snfely il,at are bring, M a Court of ProbatThMTl
tcikeii in payment
nnvmpiit for papers,
if
----- taken
if hauled
Stales, was celebrated by the Historical So devised, and the unprecedented ambition*
’
•
e ne a a YorlC with.
“ Democracy/’—Robert Mayo is jmblish- ciety, in the city of New York, on Tuesday,
1 w and for the County of York, on the soonJ. K. REMICH.
and devotion to business that-prevail, we are
Kennehunk,
May
10,
1839.
hrsl
Monday in May, in the
year of
ing a series of Letters, in the National Intelli- 30th of April. An oration was delivered on in a fair way to make a figure in the world !
cer, in relation to the management of those the occasion by Ex-President Adams, which Who cm. fail to admire ii^ airiiit^evi:
<*«.M faidCourt:
^HAYLS, .Mgr.
VEGETable ,V v„®
patriotic souls, who claim for themselves the is spoken of as among the best of the many
most every quarter of the village, manifested Hu DVV Alii) E. BOURNE, guardian of’ Olproved by the experience of thousands to
appellation of the “Democracy of the Coun excellent productions of the highly gifted
in the elegant drawings upon the fences, and
uat/l Susan Kilhani,
UAL .... minors
.
L)0, when pfOpGI’ly pCTSCVGred with <1 CFRTAIN
irt, /dannah and
try.”
The second letter appeared a few I Orator, if indeed it did not surpass" aff his
= JKgEHSSft
cure in «Tvery for'm ot the Only One Disease/
- ...._ ttinedays since, and gives some interesting par-( p^ous efforts.
Mr. A. for an hour and
bunk, in said county, deceased, having pre- aII having tiie same origin, and invariably ariso
Irfan th<-; UNlVLRr?AL ROO P of all disease
Jiculars in relation Io the “ ways and means’' tliree qiiartei.s chaine(! ,he-attention of his grateful for the kind care exhibited by. the sented hrs
’—- ...... (
r.1Ws ...u_
„1.0 z¡«..„endy
eh,g ,,p
XX
nl!,™ds b.r„
;l.m„.,oe:
'
■PERFECT eircoiaby winch Mr. Postmaster General Kendall audience, which, according to the Express,
sidewalks, evenings, in order that the passer
UKDLRLD-lhat the said guardian
In a period of little more than three years in
manages to help himself and his kindred. ( vva, one of the most respectable and intel. by may stumble ami alfonl food for laughter,
give notice to all jiersoiis interested, by cans- the United States, they have restored to a state of
Amos Kendall, as head of the Post Office ' lectual assemb'ages ever convened in
that though it may be at the expense ot a broken mg a copy of this order to be published ®l<*1.1 h aud enj-yment over ONE HUNDRED
Deiiai-tnmnt
AAA jier
IVZM. ' c•_ity. rm
,tO Whn
r*'oi'bm°ApI
,
8itrn?
H,
i
nane
^^i
1
'
eks successively
persons, wh<. were given over as
Department, - receives ila Qultirtr
salary of CiLt
$6,000
The Express thus speaks of the Adiizt
1
. c 1 .
1
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successively in
in the
the KeiineKeiine- J', ^^UsAND
,lr'krT"
Who
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■
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,
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i
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,unI< Gazette,
Gazette,
printed
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at
Kennebunk,
in
; ufiiss ;—
inlnnfoi the futuie, when he sees the sjm- sa!d cornu v, that hey mav appear at a Proand in rnany cases when every other
j may appear at a Pro
bailment are the following :
|
“ ft would be utterly impossible to do the !t
it of
oi industry that nrevails
prevails arnnno
among n...our youthvnmh. ¡. ‘ate Court
.. • ’
Sa( o ¡11 i re'’ edy h“d ^en resorted to in vam.
be
held
at
Saco,
in
i
*
c
A. Kyle, sen. (his father-in-law.)
1,200 slightest justice to this production of one of Ini population, and who can but wonder that said county, ron the first Monday ol\iune 4.« ^onic^n
°C \Veakness’ whether it
A. Kyle, jun. (his brother in law,)
He so much time can be gained for leaning
1,200 the most profound scholars of any age.
r- .1
. .
I h0 t-hronic or r. cent, whether it be deafness or
-Samuel Kendall, jtm. (his nephew.) 1.400 gave an interesting history of this thinly peo against posts and “loafing,”in central situa next, at ten of the clock m the forenoon, pain in the stde, whether it arise from constitu
and shew cause, if any they nave, why the tional or iron some immediate cause, whether
**** Kendall, (another nejihevv.)
1,200 pled country prior io the Revolution’— peo; tions, so as that “ ¡»assing events” may be ac same should not be allowed.
H be bom internal or external injure, t will i8
George M. Kendall, (his brother,)
pled
from
England,
Holland,
France,
ami
curately
discerned,
ami
such
observations
as
1,000
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
cured i>y persevering in the me of "these Pills,
Whose
We cojiy the following paragraph from other countries, all suffering in lhe fire of ad these shall warrant may be made !
A true copy —Attest,
ibis great principle of “PURGING” in
versity. but all burning one flame of patriot “ busters,” whose “ knowing ones,” whose
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
sickness is beginning to be appreciated.
It is
lhe letter :
ism. He depicted in most glowing terms, “ promising ones,” will equal some that are
M ay 11.
found
much more convenient to take an occa
“ It is worthy of remark, by the bye, that the history of our difficulties which led to growing hereabouts !
Their lathers were
sional dose of half a doaen Pill», ar.d be, always
Mr. Kendall seems to enteitain a ¡»articular the declaration of independence, and of the accounted wise and steady men, but the wis At a Court of Prolate held at York, with
welLthan to send for a Doctor and be bled,
’preference that his family shall engross the Confederation and Constitution that followed. dom of this generation “ passeth under
in and for the County of York, on thefirst tdistered,. a id salivated — with
______the
_ certainty
_______ 7 lliafc
that
delicate trust of b|>eniiig “ dead letters,” in His description of (he announcement, to standing.”
Monday in May, in the year of our Lor«/
5“’° aie no.1 kii|ed-yon will be sure to have
’which office he has ¡»laced several of them Washington, of his election as President; his
eighteen hundred and 'thirty-nine, bu the rnonths oi '«»iserahle weakness, and the only one
To be serious, however, we would en
1 know from his ¡»ersonal acknowledgments letter to Gen. Knox ; his doubts of his capa treat of our citizens to reflect upon the ten
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, judge oj Said\™h
f^^n^^
Look at the
Court :
o
difference between the «pprarance of those two
lhat Mr. Kendall lias theoretical sjieculation. city ; bis reliance on the firmness and integri dency ami ¡»robable consequences oi the
biliU’,fen ’roated
y°ur «■«ffular
ifnot ¡»radical knowledge, of lhe “ pickings'' ty of the people, was very able.—He next course pursued l»y a portion ol the boys ju JABEZSMITH, administrator of the es- '
,,ue
of Kenn,-bn..k, P,''“'
'X b'iZ
lhat “ dead letters” afford. It is well under gave a history of Gen. Washington’s depar our village. Is it not scandalous that fen
stood that it was a sjiecolation of this sort ture from Mount Vernon, his feelings on leav ces should be defaced as they frequently in said coun.y, d.-.-..a5ed, having pre^nled ,„|i
g|,„c0 r„„„ hia M,aoialed ooun,e„ance
that jnomjued him to turn out the hue jnin- ing a life ol peace and domestic |oys; his are ? Do not such tricks as the blocking Ins account ol administration of the estate of se how he trembles in every limb; Iris eyes
-cipal incumbent of that office.
I have nev triumphal journey
through
Alexandria, iif) of sidewalks, &c. betray something more said deceased for allowance ; ami also his jn i- sink; his teeth destroyed—his constitution
er known of any returns being tpade to the Georgetown, Philadelphia, Trenton, ami the than a mere mischievous disposition ? and vate.account against the estate of said deueas- PHrhixps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how
accounting dej,ailments of the proceeds of aquatic procession of boats up the bay of are not the j»rinciples which are often avow ed for allowance:
.the Doctor arrogates to himself credit
He
the “dead letter office,” which must he New York ; the roar ol cannon, and the gen ed in the streets, and acted upon loo, such as
ORDERED—That the said administrator S1^9' it* l,l^4 inveterate
------------- case of Liver cornof very considerable amount every year; eral joy. He closed by a most affecting anal are calculated to saj» lhe very foundations of give notice to all.persems interested, by caus p unt —*• nothing buttlie most energetic reme
Energetic measures! i e.
nor have I ever noticed any recommeiuiation
There are many of tlie youth ing a copy of this order to be jniblished three dies sav^d him.”
ogy, in which he described the children of society ?
of the Post Master General to Congress to Israel on their entrance to the promised land, among us who are taking, as we believe, weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution,
b tier say —So to save life you must half poison
increase or improve the accountability ofthat am! the blessings, or the curses, as described fearful steps in the highway of vice.
How zette, printed at Keimelnmk, in said comity,, with that comforter of the teeth and gums-—
-office by j»lacing grave and trusty heads over by Joshua, to await them on their future con contagious is exam|»le !
Win. is ignorant that they may appear at a Probate Court to MERCURY —»nd positively make a man mis
•it. &c. It is easy to imagine what a little duct ; and so, he said. it. would be w ith the that the jurrest mind, little by little, becomes be held at Saco, in said county, on the erable the sad remainder of his existence ; this is
¡sleight of hand in the openers of “ dead let -, people ofihis country, in their future course, contaminated w hen it is suffered to come in first Monday of June next, at ten of the! Called curing. Shocking, folly !
ters” might do with their valuable contents 1” a< they yielded obedience to the laws of God contact with vicious example ? that imj»er- clock in the forenoon, and shew’ cause, if any (
Let us now look at your ‘‘ purged” man—the
and to our blessed Constitution.
Although ceptibly, but, (as a general remark,) surely they have, why the same should not be al man who.has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver
Co nplaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of
Connecticut Legislature.—The Legis in a Church, the power of his eloquence was will intimacy with those of lax morals de- lowed.
conscious strength, his countenance is clear
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
lating of Connecticut convened at Hartford, such that he was frequently interrupted by [»ravate the heart,—change the whole cur
and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with
A true copy — Attest,
on Wednesday, 1st inst. In the Senate, John peals of applause,. He finished his discourse, rent of the thoughts—supplant gentleness
th • feeling of new life and animation ; he' has
Wm Cutter Allen, Register.
with turbulence—cerrect notions of <luty
apparently,
without
fatigue.
”
been confined a few days to his bed, but he us
A. Rockwell, Esq. of Norwich, was appointed
May 11.
with
duplicity
and
deceit
—
true
reverence
for
ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and
The ceremonies of the day were conclud
President pro tern, and in the House, William
the laws of God and inan, with practical in
soon lose without any injury being sustained
ed
by
a
splendid
banquet
at
the
City
Hotel,
A. Boardman, Esq. of New Haven was elect
fidelity, ami reck less disregard of duty to so
by his constitution Instead ofbeing months in
PEN HE subscriber being, compel a weak state he will be stronger, after he has
ed Speaker, having 109 of 186 votes.
Gov to which a large number ol gentleman sat ciety. What ¡»arent can say—dare say—‘‘my
-Sled, in consequence of ill entirely recovered the attack : because his
What jrarenl
Ellsworth delivered the customary Message, down. Speeches were made at the table children are n»»t in danger!”
J liealtli, to relinquish his jireseiit blood and fluids have become purified, and hav
can feel indifferent in regard to such a subjeci!
by
Mr.
Adams,
Col;
Trupibull,
Mr.
South

in person, the same day. The Message—a'ter
^business, offers for sale his estab ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the
It is idle to say, “ 1 cant help it,” “ it’s of no
s< lids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne
briefly alluding to the Public Lands, the Cur ard, Gen. Scott, Com. Claxon and many oth u«e to try to prevent these evils.” Such declar lishment, known as the
down by useless particles, but has renewed his
ers.
The
celebration
was,
'altogether,
a
ations are false, ¡»ernicious, cowardly, dis
« MOUSAM HOUSE,”
rency schemes of the national administra
I if - and body both.
graceful.
Every man can try. and every situated in the town of Kennebunk.
For a
The principle of purging with Brandreth’s
tion, the late commercial embarrassments, and splendid affair.
man can effect great good if he will try to do jiulilic house the situation is one of the most Pills, removes nothing but the useless and dethe partial restoration of confidence and com
iienjg imum
‘The Scalping Kniff..’—We learn from -a>.— We have not time to |»nrsue this sub e ii’ible in the fcfrate of Maine, being
about I| Cf,yf‘d particles from the body.—the morbid* and
mercial activity,—gives a very full and flatter
the Democrat, that Col. Joseph P. Jmikins ject farther to day, hut we shall imjnove un- half way from Portland to Portsmouth jCrti(ruPt humors of the blood; those humors
othi r op|»oi tunity to do so.
Events which and in the centre of the village, where such’ wh ch cause disease-—they impede the func
ing expose of the jieeimiary affairs of the
of York, has been appointed keeper of
tions of the liver when they settle upon that
have tr8iis|»ired and developements which a house has long been desiied.
The build
State. The State is free fiom debt, and has
Boon Island Light, in place ofCapt. Eli- have been made, in our village, during the ings are all new, having been completed less organ, and which, when they settle upon the
$21,000 unappropriated in the Treasury.
It
muscles, produce rheumatism ; or. upon the
phalel Grover, removed.
Capt. Grover has week, have called forth these remarks,—they than a year since. The house is of three sto nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the lungs, pro
■owns, likewise, 3705 shares of Bank Slock,
ought
to
arouse
attention
to
the
subject
of
ries,
is
finished
in
the
best
style
ami
it)
every
always proved himself a faithful and Effi
duce consumption ; or, upon the intestines, cos
which yielded last year $32,387.—The i'X
them.
respect is unusually convenient.
Those tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves
cient officer,—he is a ‘ rough man,’ but kindwho want to purchase are invited to caff and sels. apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train
pens.es for the year ending on the 31st of
hearted and generous, and many there are
see for themselves.
If not sold previously, of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and
HYMENEAL
March were $73,000.—The State Prison at
the whole establishment will be sold at Public all who behold them.
who have received from him assistance in
Wethersfield lias not only paid for itself, be
MARRIED — In Limerick, Mr. Elijah P. Day of Auction on I’uesday the fourteenth day of
Y -s, purging these humors from the body is
hours of*peril, and a hearty welcome when Cornish, to Miss Esther S. Hasty, of the former
the true £ure for all these complaints, and eve
sides its annual expenses, but has become a
.May, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.
it was peculiarly grateful. His removal has place.
ry other form of disease ; th s is no mere asser
JONATHAN STONE.
source of profit. The receipts, beyond the
tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it
been demanded 'by sundry greedy expect
Kennebiii.k,
April
19,
1839.
expenditures, last year, amounted to $306028.
is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming
OBITUARY
ants for several years, but the leaders doubt
The unsettled accounts of the subscriber ki own, and more and more appreciated.
The number of convicts now in the prison is
The cure by purging may more depend up
DIED — At Great Falis, Sucnerswortlr, Mr. will be left with a lawyer on the JOtJi of
183.—The School Fund belonging to the fill probably of the expediency of such a Oliver Clark, formerly of Lebanon, aged 33 May, for-settlement and collection.
on the laws which produce sweetness or purity
movement,
have
manifested
a
strong
disin

tl
an
may be ger.era'ly imagined.
Whatever
State amounts to a little more than $2.000,years
J ONA. STONE.
tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because
in Saco, Mrs. Sarah, wife of Mr. Samnel S.
April 19.
000. The interest accruing from this fund clination to comply with these requests.
it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity
Jordan, aged 43 years ; — widow Lydia Barter,
for the last year gives each child in the State, Not long since,— last summer we believe,— aged 88 years, formerly of Kennebunk-port.
of constant exercise is seen.
EBooks,
Stationery,
&c.
several
charges
were
preferred
against
him,
When constant exercise cannot be used
between the ages of 4 and 21 years, the sum
FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of
SHIP NEWS.
REMICH is this day ojteiiing his
•of one dollar and 25 cents.—The State Pau and a ‘ high court’ was convened at KenneOpening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required.
pers are supported, by contract, for $1700 Imnk-port for the purpose of investigating
Thus the conduits of the Bld» d, the Fountain
KENNEBUNK3 MAY 11,1839
them.
Mr.
Collector
Anderson
of
Portland
School
MaOcmeryy of iiFt, are kept free from those impurities
per niiimtn.
which would prevent its steady current minis
MEMORANDA,
presided,—and the charges were preferred
Paper Hangings, OIa.uk
The Message also states that the Board of
tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre
Saco, May 5.—Ar schs Echo, Jordan, Bos
with
all
due
formality,
but
were
not
sustain

Books.
Wriiing
&
Szetverted from becoming mixed with it.
Jt is na
Commissioners for Common Schools, organ
ton : Hudson, Clark, do. ; Mercator, Smith,
ter Paper,
Ac, .
ed. Mr. Anderson was well satisfied that do.; Marcia, Smith, do.; Hero, Rolf, do ;
ture which is thus a. s >ted through the means
ized under a resolve of the last Legislature,
Agricola, Gordon, do ; sloop Henry, GilpatHis assortment ol School Books & Sta and outlets which she has provided for herself.
have labored assiduously to promote the ob they were groundless, and Mr. Grover was rick, do.—Sid. May 3, sells. Apis, Nye, Ban
Dr Brandreth’s Offices in New York
permitted to return, and his accusers to gor ; Resolution, Merryman, Bath * George, tionery is very extensive, —as large as can be are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st and 276
jects for which the Board was instituted, and
found in any Bookstore in the State :
Bowery, between Prince and Houston sts.
that their labors iTave ahcady been productive wait. It seems, however, that the besiegers Mason. Newbury ; Volant, Chase, Dennis ;
A good assortment of Books calculated
have at length prevailed,an* the tried and Polly Ewer, Chase, Dennis; Elizabeth, Leavitt,
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
of much benefit. — A liitle more than seventy
Boston ; Isabella, Stevenson, do. ; sloop Packet, for Sabbath School Libraries :
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
faithful servant is cast off to give place to a Weare, York ; 4th. sch. Henry, Hill, Boston ;
Writing
and
Letter
paper,
from
the
best
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
two thousand dollars have been received dur
Koret, Hill do. ; Charles, Howe, Gloucester.
manufactories in the country :
clamorous claimant for the spoils of victory.
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
ing the past year oti account of the claims of
At Ponce, lllh ult. brig Ponce, Davis, for this
Paper Hangings,—from 17 cts. to 75 cts.
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
the Slate for Militia services during the last
Cincinnati, 1 19 Main street
Fire at Brunswick,—A friend who left port, nnc.
j»er roll ;—Borders—Cloth ami common;—
Sailed from Matanzas, 23d ult. brig Swiss Boy, Fire Board Patterns.
Louisville, Ky.99 Fourth street.
war—$35,000 of which were applied to the Brunswick early yesterday morning, informs
Blaisdell, Cowes.
St. Louis. Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
O^’Counny Merchants, Teachers. &e.
•liefraying of the current expenses of the State us that the house lately occupied by Presi
Ar. at New-York, 2d, brig Overmar.n, Gould,
New Orleans. 3 Old. Levee,
dent Allen of Bowdoin College, was burnt
supplied
with
Books,
Stationery,
and
Fancy
Ponca,22.
and the remainder distributed to the towns.
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
to the ground that morning, between 12 and
Articles, in quantities, at Boston wholesale
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
—The Geological Survey of the State is in 1 o'clock. Besides the house, the barn ami
juices.—Orders solicited.
iPTHow to be secure from Counterfeit Pills
Assessors’ JWotice.
progress,—$5,500 have been appropriated all the out-houses were burnt to thè ground.
Kennebunk, May 3, 1839.
purporting to be brar.dretlis Pills.
’
’
’
ip
H
E
Assessors
of
the
town
ot
KennePresident
Allen
left
the
dwelling
two
weeks
towards defraying the expenses of this work.
Never purchase without being positively sure
<
bunk hereby give notice to the inhabi
since, since when lhe house has been unoc
that the person selling has an Encraved cer
— The enrolled militia ol the State amounts cupied. The buildings, it is believed, were tants, and all oilier jiersous liable to |»ay tax
TEPHENS’ dark blue Writing Fluid ;
tificate of Agency, and (ETobserve it has been
to 29,967 men, showing an increase of 10,- set on fire. The property belonged to the es in said town, that they will be in session
“
Light “
“
renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee
at
their
office,
from
9
to
12
o
’
clock,
A
M.,
Corporation,
and
was
insured
in
Hartford
Terry
’
s
common
Black.Writing
Ink
;
•000 since 1835.—The Governor recommends
after 12 months from dale that Pills sold by the
and from 2 to 5o’clock, P. M on the 20th,
“
Japan
“
“
for
$1000.
—
Portland
Adv.
of
7th.
holder are genuine.
llie modification of the lavv for the imprison
21st,.and
22d
days
of
May
iii't.
to
receive
Stephens
’
bright
red
Writing
Fluid
;
[A Brunswick correspondent of the Gospel
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied
ment of poor debtors,—so that there shall be
true and jierleci lists conformable to law,
Felt’s black Writing Fluid, (American ;)
by Mr.John O. Langley, my only Travelling
no imprisonment of the body where the sum Banner states that it is conjectured that the of their |>olls ami of all their estates, both re
Preston’s “
‘‘
Ink (
“
;)
Agent in Maine-or by ordering from my
building was set on fire out of disrespect to al and jiersonal, including |)roj»rietary estates
Principal New England Office,
Dunbar’s red “
“
(
“
;)
Joes not exceed $100.
Black ami red Ink powder—English and
President Allen, because, in his farewell ad and estates iii trust, which ibey resjiectively
19 Hanover St, 19—BOSTON.
Rhode Island.—The votes for Governor dress to the officers and students, on lhe Sun owned or wejv, possessed of, on the first day
American :
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY
Gold and Silver Fluid.
sand Senators, at the kite election in Rhode day evening previous, he took occasion to re of May 1839.
JOHN OSBORN & Co.;
For sale, by the dozen or single bnttle, by
The following schedule may serve as a
In Kerinebiiiik-j>oit, by _S. H. Go»’’d ;
Island, have been officially canvassed.
No fleet rather severely on the past conduct of
form : —
D. REMICH.
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck,
■¡choice of Governor was effected by the Peo the latter.—Can it be that this conjecture is
Number of jiolls of 21 years of age and
Kennehunk, May 4, 1839.
and Seleuctrs Adams ;
ujiwards ; description and just value of real
ple. Seven Senators—all whigs—are elected, well founded r]
Lyman, William Huntress;
'
NOTICE,
~~
‘
estate,
either
in
their
own
right
or
the
right
¡which being a constitutional quorum, no secAlfred, B. F.Chadbourne ;
of others, improved or not imjiroved, (excejrt
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ; Caleb S. Emery.
S it has for several years been the prac
• <md choice will be necessary.
The whig
Accident.—Mr. Benjamin Wildes, of pews in bouses ol public worshi|>) ; descrip
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
tice for men, women and children to
«majority in Grand Committee is 17.
The this town, was drowned off Kennebunk- tion and amount of personal estates in trust
cross the lot near the Academy — treading South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
'first Senator—Mr. Samuel W. King—will ol- point, on Saturday morning Iasi, in conse or otherwise, including all monies at inter
Berwick, J. S. T. Cushing ;
down the grass, grain, or whaiever may be in
.ficiate as Governor, Mr. K. is well qualified quence of the overseting of a boat, in which est, more than they pay interest for, and all their way —breaking down the fences and
North Berwick. Sheldon Hobbs;
other debts due to them more than they are
Wells, Jo§ej»h Wilson ;
otherwise injuring the subscriber’s jnojierty,
dor the performance of the duties of that sta he was returning, alone, from Cape Porpoise
indebted for ; monies of all kinds on hand ;
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John H.
— notwithstanding he has repeatedly request
tion.
to Kennebunk. Mr. Wildes has left a wife public securities of all sorts ; all Bank stocks
ed them to desist from such a course. He S|»ear ;
and shares, or property in any incorporated therefore lakes this method to forbid all perand two children.
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Free
Southern Convention.—A Cummer
company, according.to the just value thereof; ■ sons from crossing his jnemises under any man ;
«ial Convention, composed of Delegates
amount
of
all
goods,
wares
and
merchandise,
|
Professor Woods of the Bangor Theo
York, Alexander Dennett;
! |iretence whatever, as he is determined to
___
from the Slates of South Carolina, North logical. Seminary, was yesterday elected Pres or any other stock in trade, including stock !’ prosecute any person so offending.
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
—When
employed
in
manufactories
;
vessels
of
all
•
^mle
meanrwdl'no;
jiro^'t
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
.«Carolina,
Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee, ident of Bowdoin College. The ceremonies
kinds, at home or abroad, with all their car-! iiin. ni.nnpl.lv, WR rn)Kt
|1nWeVP1/ ..p!llp_
Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden;
and the territory of Florida, met, in accord of inauguraton will take place on the day goes, stores and appurtenances ; all jfleastire ' our |>roperty, we must resort, however reluc
preceding the (Tommenrement.
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
tantly, to more coercive measures
ance with previous arrangement., in the city
carriages, horses and neat cattle of one year
Portland Adv. of Thursday eve.
Newfield —Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer,
JAMES K. REMICH.
old and ujiwards ; the amount of income
of Charleston, on the 15th ult.
Several re
P. M.; West do. J. & S. C. Adams;
Kennebunk, May 4, 1839.
Drowned, at York, Me. on the 26th ult’ from any jnofession, employment, or by any
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton; North do., Milo
ports and resolutionswere introduced, debat
C, III
other Binili
source,
or f'ctlllKII
gained M iOR sale at this Office a tew copies «»f J. Goss ; F. & E H. Newbegin ;
John E. Ayers, Jonathan Perkins and Wm. annuity or legacy, or <>Uin
«ed and adopted. The policy recommended
g-l
I
\ and all other
'
,prop,
Leach, Jr. They were engaged in the lob by trading at sea or on land,
Cornish* John McLellan ;
“ Two Discourses, preached to the
lus ÎJ Y P i HI it Pii
tv 1 " .
an these reports and resolutions, it is believed, ster fishery, and their flat bottom boat capsiz eity exi’epting such asj is
exempted lìV
liy In
law.
I/imington. James McArthur;
First Parish in Kennebunk, Oct. 21st, 1838,
—¡1 any person or persons' shall hot bring
would tend to unite the South socially and ed. Each has left a family.
Waterborough, James Leavett;
by George W. Wells.”
in
a
list
of
their
estates
as
aloresaid
to
the
Hollis, Eben Sawyer ;
«commercially, and promote the interests and
Gazette Office, Kennebunk, ?
Assessors,
he,
she
or
they,
so
neglecting
Temperance
Meeting.
Buxton, T. Holies;
happiness of the people.
About 240 dele
April 27, 1839.
$
or
refusing,
must
not
expect
any
abatements.
A Temperance meeting will be held at
Shnpleigh, M. Goodwin ;
gates were present. One of the resolutions
OLMAN’S MEDICINES, constantly, j
NATH’L. JEFFERDS,)
Acton, Wm. Evans ;
recommends to the people of the Southern the Brick School House, at the Landing, on
on band and for sale by
JESSE TOWNE,
> Assessors.
B, BRANDRETH, M.D.
ami South Western States to appoint dele Friday evening next, commencing at 12
D. REMICH.
EZRA PERKINS,
)
241 Broadway, N. I,
gates to meet in Convention at Macon, Ga., past 7 o’clock.
Kennebunk, May 9, 1839.
May, 1839.
Kennebunk, May 7, 1839.
Kennebunk, May 11, 1839.
oil the first Monday in May, 1840.
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O THE AFFLICTED, -DR. RICH.
N LOW SPIRITS.—Low spirits is a
HE UNIVERSAL ESTIMATION in!
NOTICE.
ARDSON’S celebrated Sherry Wine
certain state of the mind accompanied
HE Schooner GRAPE will
which the celebrated LIFE PILLS
POETRY
Bitters, for the cure of all those prevalent
and PHENIX BITTERS are held, is satis
sail from Perkins’ wharf, by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are
apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and diseases, called Dyspepsia, Jaundice, Bilious
LIGHTS AND SHADES.
factorily demonstrated by the increasing de
in Kennebunk-port, and from the
Dizziness or Head,
the worst consequences imagined. Ancient or Liver Complaints,
mand for them in every State and section
in
Boston,
as
a
regular
Pack

BY MRS. HEMANS.
ache, Wandering or settled Pains, Sinking
of the Union, and by the voluntary tes et between Kennebunk-port and Boston, medical writers supposed this disease to be
Faintness, Nervous Debility, Costiveness
The gloomiest day has gleams of light,
timonials to their remarkable efficacy which and will sail every week from Kennebunk to confined to those particular regions of the ab
called hypochondria, Piles, and all general derangements of
The darkest wave hath bright foam near it;
are every where offered. It is not less from Boston, or from Boston to Kennebunk, wind domen, technicaHy
health, caused by an unhealthy state of the
And twinkles through the cloudiest night
a deeply gratifying confidence that they are and weather permitting.
For Freight or which are situated on the right or left side oi
• Some solitary star to cheer it.
the means of extensive and inestimable good Passage apply to the store of D. & S. Ward, that cavity, whence comes the name hypo stomach and bowels, which have been just,
ly “ styled the storehouse of disease.’’-^
chondriasis.
among his afflicted fellow creatures, than Kennebunk-port, or at the T. in Boston.
The gloomiest soul is not all gloom ;
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal These Bitters have proved a certain and
from interested considerations, that the pro
,
D. & S. WARD.
The saddest heart is not all sadness ;
symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or speedy remedy. They preclude the necessiprietor of those pre-eminently successful
And sweetly o’er the darkest doom
Kennebunk-port, April 11, 1839.
bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, ‘spas ty of using Pills. Dr. R. considers it unne*
There shines some lingering ray of gladness.
medicines is desirous of keeping them con
modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal cessary to publish a long list of puffing re"
stantly before the public eye.
The sale ol
FOR
BOSTON.
Despair is never quite despair,
pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing commendations upon which the merits of
every
additional
box
and
bottle
is
a
guaran

HTUIE
new
schooner
ElizaNor life, nor death, the picture closes ;
the attention upon any subject of importance many advertised medicines depend
tee
that
some
person
will
be
relieved
from
a
i
beth,
L
ewis
L.
W
orm
And round the shadowy brow of care
or engaging in anything that demands vi^or
gZ’CAUTION TO PURCHASERS.
greater
or
less
degree
of
suffering,
and
be
wo
°
d
master,
will
run
during
Will hope and fancy twine their ro-ses.
or courage. Also langtiidness—the mind be
They are put tn Flat Bottles, with the
improved in general health ; for in no case
the ensuing season as a regular
comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel following words blown in the glass “g, q
of suffering from disease can they be taken
Packet between this port and Boston. The ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a Richardson’s Bitters, South Reading, Mass’*
in vain. The proprietor lias never known
Elizabeth has elegant accommodations for
with a label which covers the cork, and lie
total derangement of the nervous system.
II. GOULD has just received a fresh nor been informed of an instance in which
It) the most Passengers. Freight will be received on ac The mental feelings and peculiar train ol sure that a fac simile of my signature is up
• supply of New and Seasonable Goods, they have failed to do good.
commodating terms and carefully attended to. ideas that haunt the imagination and over on the label, so that the cork cannot Ii9
which he will sell on reasonable terms for obstinate cases of chronic disease, such as
For freight or passage apply to Ezekiel whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di drawn without destroying it, also a fac sijl
cash or short credit.
Among them are the chronic dyspepsia, torpid liver, rheumatism,
following :—Bl’k., Blue, Brown, Roman pur asthma, nervous and bilious head-ache, cos- Wormwood, at his store in Kennebunk, or versity. The wisest ami best of men areas ile of my signature upon the outer en
to the Master on board, at Capt. Daniel
velope, without which none fare’/GENuiNg
ple, Steel-mix’d and Claret coi’d Br’d Cloths; tiveuess, piles, general debility, scrofulous
open to this affliction as the weakest.
TREATMENT.—The principal objects of The great success of this medicine has ini
B.’k. Lavender ; Drab, dark and light mix’d swellings and ulcers, scurvy, salt rheum, and Curtis’s wharf.
Kennebunk, April 15, 1839.
tf.
treatment are to remove indigestion an * ducetl a number of unprincipled persons to
Cassi meres ; Sal utters of various colors ; all other chronic affections of the organs and
Vesting ; French, English and American , membranes, they effect cures with a rapidity
strengthen the body, and to enliven thespir imitate it in various ways.—Remember hij
TAILORING
BUSINESS.
Prints ; Printed Lawn ; Bl’k. Alapine ; Bl’k. ; and permanency which few persons would
its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear Bitters cannot be obtained of Pedlars on any
AMUEL MENDUM informs his friends ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con pretence whatever.
Merino ; Bl’k. Gro de Sole and Synshaw I theoretically believe, but to which thousands
Silk ; Mull Check’d Cambric; Mull Swiss have testified from happy experience.
In
and the public that he continues to car versation. The bowels (ifeostive) being care
P. S. Barnard W. G. Skinner, Travelling
Muslin ; do. Check’d ; do. Strip’d ; Bi’k. | colds and coughs, whirl), if neglected su
ry on the
fully regulated by the occasional use ofa Agent for the New England Strties. pre.
Silk Lace ; White, nett do. ; Thread and Cut perinduce the most fatal diseases of the
mild aperient.
We know nothing better pared from Medicinal Plants ami Roots at
ton Edgings Quilling ; White and Coi’d 1 lungs, and indeed of the viscera in general,
calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Wm. Richardson’s Labaratory.
Sold Whofesaid
Florence Silks ; Garniture, Cap ami Taffeta these medicines, if taken but for three or at his shop over Mr. Phineas Stevens’, in a Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer
and Retail at his office No. 15, Hanover
neat
and
fashionable
manner.
All
garments
Ribbons; Bishop’s Lawn ; Lace and Cam ! four days, never fail. Taken at night, they
tain in their operation.
The bowels being street, Boston, and by
most Drt)<>j;isl!r
Cutting done at
bric Insertings ; Cashmere and Edinboro’ so promote, the insensible perspiration, and made warranted to fit.
once cleansed, his inestimable Camomile
He has received the Spring Pills, (which are tonic, anodyne and anti throughout the New England States. ^]er.
Shawls
:. Fancy
H’dk’fs.,; Linen Cambric do.;,! so relieve the system of febrile action ami short notice.
..
_
chants in the country can receive them
t
/ / do.
•_ with borders
.
,; “
____
_____
Children’s Cambric
Velvet, _____
feculent
obstructions,
as to produce a most and Summer fashions and thinks he shall spasmodic,) are an infallible remedy and
safely packed in boxes, by forwarding ai(
... ................................................
. . sense»of convalescence in the give satisfaction to all who may employ without dispute have proved a great blessing order, and the usual discount will be atlow^
Trimmings ; Kid Gloves ; Coi
’d and White I delightful
Cambrics ; Bl’k. and White Silk Gloves
thortiing ; and though the usual symptoms him.
to the numerous public.
ed on the sale.
Price 75 cents per bottle,
talian and Canton Sewing iSilk; U
Wanted,
Spool ofa cold should partially return during the
Some physicians have recommeiwled a His dry Billers put up in a pressed form tire
Two GIRLS, as Apprentices.
Thread; Silk Velvet; White and Color’d j day, the repetition of a suitable dose at the
free use of mercury but it should not be re 50 cts. per paper.
Kennebunk, April 20, 1839.
Worsted ; White and Coi’d Knitting Cot- next hour of bed-tune will almost invariably
sorted to ; as in many cases it will greatly ag
ton ; Cotton Hose ; Gingham Cravats ; Foun-! effect permanent relief, without further aid.
Sold, also, by D. Remich, Alex. Warren, fc
gravate the symptoms.
S. Jordan, Kennebunk ;Seth Hatch, JohuR,
elation Muslin ; Cotton Fringe ; Pound and . Their effect upon fevers ofa more acute and
f|pIlE DIFFERENCE.— It cannot be de Spegr, ami Barak Maxwell, Wells ; John Ai
Paper Pins ; Bonnet Wire ; Berlin Gloves ; violent kind is not less-sure and speedy, if tai
nied that whilst many medicines
OULD respectfully inform the inhabi
Berry, Saco ; York, Samuel A. Douglass'
Suspenders ; Factory Warp; Brown and ken in proportionable quantity ; and persons
tants of Kennebunk and vicinity, which are recommended to the public, have
do. Samuel Adams ;
Buxton, Thomas §i
Bleach’d Sheetings and Shirtings ; Brown retiring to bed with inflammatory symptoms
that he has taken a shop in Littlefield
not’seven the negative merit of harmlessness,
and Coi’d Drillings ; Buffalo Cloth; Cotton of the most alarming kind, will awake with building, near the Factory, where he intends there are others which it would be great in Bowles ; Hollis, Jonathan Kmnery ; WaterBuckskin ; Glasgow Jean ; Rouen Cussimere ;■ the gratifying consciousness that the fierce to keep a good assortment of custom made justice indeed, and suicidal prejudice to in borough, Chace Taylor ; Alfred, Bern. F,
Berwick, Jeremiah
Striped Shirting ; Canvass Padding ; Chop-[ enemy has been overthrown, and can be ea- Boots and Shoes, consisting of Leather, and volve, untried, in a common condemnation. Chadbcmrne ; North
pas p Spittlefield and Pongee HMk’fs. ; Russia : sily subdued.
stibdiied.
In the same way, visceral Morocco Boots, and Kid Shoes and Slippers. And when a medicine comes endorsed with Lord; Great Falls, Mark Noble; Dover
Wm.
B.
Smith,
Asa
A.
Tufts, John hi
Diaper ; Crash ; Bedtick ; Wieking ; Coat ! turgescence, tho’ long established, and visce- Also, Gaiter Boots.
all the great names that, have adorned the
Wheeler.
and Vest Buttons ; Furniture Patch ;ta large
‘
• ral inflammations, however critical, will yield
Kennebunk, April 19, 1839.
annals of the medical profession, and war
assortment of thin Summer Stuffs ; Silver!
Silver —the former to small and the latter to large
ranted bv the seal and signature ol long and
iff-A CERTAIN CURE FOR TH^
Thimbles; German Silver do. ; Shears ; Seis- j doses of the Life Pills ; and so also hyster
NEW. GOODS,
uniform success, its proprieti • makes no un
sors ; Knitting Pins; German Silver Pencils ; ical affections, hypocondriacism, restless
reasonable demand upon the public confi
Stationary, &c. &c. &c.
ness, and very many Qther varieties of the
#. FURBISH
dence, when he claims for it a superior con
HIS filthy, infectious disorder, be it
—also—
NeuroticaLclass of diseases, yield to the effi
AS just received a general assortment of sideration .
Sugar ; Tea ; Coffee ; Chocolate ; Prepared cacy of the Phenix Bitters.
ever so inveterate, may be cured in
Full directions
ENGLISH, FRENCH and AMERI
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of
Cocoa ; Tobacco ; Soap ; Fine Salt ; Molas for the use of these medicines, and showing
CAN DRY GOODS. Also, GROCERIES
Dr.; Wm. Evans is undeniably entitled to this onehouFs application by the use of
ses ; East Boston Loaf Sugar ; Sal-Soda ; their distinctive applicability to different
D U M FRIE S’ OI xN T M EN T.
CROCKERY, GLASS and HARD WARE. enviable distinction, lor whilst no medical au
Starch ; Gro. Spices ; Sateeratus ; Ginger ; complaints, accompany them ; and they can
It is unrivalled fur the pleasantness,tait
Also, Ladies’ Kid and Morocco Shoes, &c. thority in existence condemns it, every medi
Camphor , Cayenne Pepper ; Sal-Nitre ; Indi be obtained, wholesale and retail, at 367
&c. which will be disposed of on very favor cal practitioner that is ^acquainted with it expedition, safety and certainly, with
go ; Linseed Od ; Paints of all kinds ; Lamp Broadway, where numerous certificates of
able terms for cash.
freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues, which it produces a perfect cure of this dis
Oil ; Stove Polish ; Fishing Lines ; Mackerel their unparalleled success are always open to
Kennebunk, April 6, 1839.
and that the latter should do so in opposition ease.
T he Ointment is known to be so
Lines ; Clothes Lines ; Bedcords ; Manure inspectmn.
to their personal interests, must be attributed
Forks ; Steel and Iron Hoes ; Cast-Steel
ceriain and expeditious in its operation, a$
For additional particulars of the above
Manufactory,
either to their candor and love of truth, or to
Shovels ; Iron do. ; Paint Brushes ; Augers, medicines, see Moffat’s ‘ Good Samaritan,’ a
to effect a cure in one hour's application
their Unwillingness to fly in the face of all ob
&c. &c. &e.
copy of which accompanies the medicines ;
only ! without any hazard of taking cold,
servation,
and
the
testimony
of
thousands.
— ALSO — r,
a copy can also be obtained of the different
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend ilia! as the composition does not contain the
A good assortment of Hard Ware and Agems who have the medicines for sale.
his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure ail dis least particle of mercury or any other dan
Crockery.
.
!
French, German, and Spanish directions
eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad gerous ingredient ; it may be applied with
—also—
cati be obtained on application at the office,
mits that they will not. He la>s no claim to perfect safety in the state of pregnancy,and
Gentfemeu s Light Summer Boots ; Ladies’ 3^7 Broadway.
the discovery of the “Philosopher’s Stone,” even to children at the breast.
common ami French Kid Slippers; Hats;,
(jj*AII postpaid fetters will receive im
and wishes nobody to believe that he sells
Paper Hangings.
fff" Price 371-2 cents a box^ with
mediate attention.
the “ Elixir of Life,” but lie doos say, and he
Kennebunk-port, April 26, 1839.
ample directions.
W.
KIMBALL
does believe, and he can prove, that in delul
Sold wholesale and retail by WM. B.
MOFFAT, 367 Broadway, New York. A lyOULD inform the inhabitants of Ken- ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous
nk and vicinity, that he has ta diseases ofall kinds ; in weakness of the di
OTCR FIBO MS.
L’
REMICH has received, from the Agri- liberal deduction made to those who pur
ken the bui bling in Kennebunk adjoining gestive organs, in incipient consumptions,
DR. RELFE’S AROMATIC PILLS,
euhural Warehouses of Messrs. Ellis chase to sell again.
Bryant & Warren’s, Apothecaries, formerly whether of the lungs or the liver; in the HAVE been long celebrated as a mt
6l ¡iosso.N arid Messrs. J Brkck &. (.’0. Bost-ui, a
Agent—Daniel Rernich, Kennebunk.
occupied as a Bake»House, and has fitted it dreadful debility occasioned by the use of
very large assoruneui of GAlUliJSN SEEDS,
valuable and efficacious jemedy»The Life Medicines may also be had of up in good order for the above named busiembraci ig ahno-ii eve, v variety usually enquired for
busi purgatives ; in palsy, iheumatism, ¡more es
in ibis vicinity. A in-,which are : —
the principal druggists
in
every town ness. CARRYALLS and LIGHT WAG pecially) ip the sicknesses incident »0 moth gainst those general complaints peculiarly
portion
of society.—They
throughout the United States and the Cana GONS, of any style, built to order and war ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev the female
Brans.— Half-Muon (early ;)
das. Ask for Moffat’s Life Pills and Phe ranted.
cleanse,
purify
and
promote
a fire and
—
also—
ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease
Early Marrow ; Horuculiural.
nix Bitters ; and be sure that a fac simile of Chaise
Fainting’, which is brought on by intemperance ; in brisk circulation of the blood, when become
Beet - Long fflood ; French Sugar ;
John Moffat’s signature is upon the label of done at short notice and on the most reasona
Early tiloofi iprnip rooted ; Mangel VVurtzel.
the wretched horrors of mind and body which> sluggish and languid from the afflicting ail
each hottie of bitters or box of pills.
Broccoli —Early Purple.
ble terms.
—also—
accrue
from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap ments for which these Pills are a safe and
Cauliflower - Earl».
SLEIGHS, from the Trig Buggy down to petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the effectual specific. They assist the suspend
Celery. — VVuiie Solid ; Rose Colored.
the old fashioned Family Sleigh, constantly head, limbs or side, in corrupt, sallow, and
Cabbage.—Early York j.Lârge laie Drumhead;
ed operations of the sanguiferous system,
Green Globe Savoy ; Large Cape Savoy ;
on hand, and will be sold as cheap as can be uncomely complexions, caused by the bad
Yellow Savoy ; Late Sugarloaf;
purchased in this State.
Various kinds of state of the fluids—in all these cases, and in u hen nature requires il, and rectify the itRed Dutch, for pickling ;
. regular habits of the unhealthy female whose
LUMBER taken in part payment.
others mentioned in the bills of directions
Toripp rooted, (above and below ground )
AS just received a »eneral asst toment
March 28, 1838.
Carrot. —Early Horn ; Large Orange ;
given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY, sickly and pallid countenance becomes reof ENGLISH. FRENCH^ AMER
AItritiglrain (for field culture )
that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in animated, and freshens with the natural glow
ICAN GOODS, among which are,
Cucum ber — Early Cluster ; Early Frame ;
. l^etaDic Pens.
erchanged occasionally with his APERIENT of restored health. They are a tried and
Long Green Prickley ; Long Green Turkey;
Broadcloths,
Çassimeres, Satinet^ and
ERRY’S 3 pointed; Ruby; National; FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) which approved remedy in obstructions, debility,
Gherkin, small for pickles.
Vestings.
— ALSO —
Daniel Wehster; Great Wes ern ; Per- are sold with them, will effect immediate re hypochondria, green sickness, giddim,
Cress.—Curled, or Peppergrass?
French, English and American PRINTS ;
Egg-Plant -Purple, and White.
fectum ; Mitchell's ; Windle’s & Chance
’s ; and if used but for a fair period of trial
lief
Indian Corn-Early Jefferson, (earliest.)—Tus Cambricks, Sheetings and Shirtings of vari Ladies’ Pens ; Goddard’s ; Victoria, &c. &c. a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond palpitation of the heart, bad digestion,
carora ; Sweet ;-- Broom Corn.
l(iathing of food, pains of the stomach,
ous prices and qualities, together witfea gen Cheap Pens, a great variety.
a doubt by daily testimonies which would
LettucX—Early Curled Silecra ; Royal Cape;
eral assortment of FANCY and PIECE
For sale by
D. REMICH.
Impérial Head ; TennisbaII. or Rose.
b'e given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W. shortness of breath, upon every little moKennebunk, May 3, 1839.
AÎELpN.—Large Round ; Long Carolina, (Water;) GOODS.
EVANS can conscientiously request confi lion, sinking of the spirits, and its conseGreen Citron ; Pine apple, Large Canleleupe,
— ALSO—
quences, a dejected countenance and dislike
dence.
(Musk.)
Other and more conclusive demonstrations for exercise and conversation. TheyareeWest-Isidia Goods and
Nasturtium.
Onion — White Portugal ; Silver-Skin or yellow ;
fBlHE subscriber having contracted with of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile qually conducive to the health of married
GROCERIES,
Large Red.
-SL
the town of Kennebunk, to support Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are ladies, except in cases of pregnancy, or
Pepper—Squash, or Tomato Shaped.
the poor of said town for one year, hereby submitted by the following important anil ex hectic and consumptive habits, when they
Pumpkin.—Mammoth.
Parsnip.--Large Du ch.
flrockery and Glass W*are» gives notice, that he has made suitable pro traordinary cures effected by their highly must not betaken. But they may be ad
medicinal qualities—all of which may be
Parsley.—Double thirled.
In his assortment is comprised
almost vision for them, and hereby forbids all per
Peas.—ISaz/iest Dwarf ; Earlj Washington ;
seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office, No. ministered to great advantage a month or
every article called for in a Village Store, sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers
Dwaif Scymetar ; Blue Imperial.
7, Division street. One or two of’ these he more after accouchmentfor the purpose oi
all of which he will dispose of on reasonable of said town on his account or on account of
Rhubarb.
Radish.—Yellow Turnip rooted ;
tei ms.
the town, as he will pay no bill for their herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina cleansing the system and purging those gross
ting public.
Early Scarlet Short top.
humours, which, when retained, lay the
support.
ALEX. G. FURNALD.
Kennebunk, April 13, 1839.
Salsify, or Vegetable Oyster.
Dr. W. EVANS —Sir : Be pleased to receive tire foundation of numerous diseases, and render
Kennebunk,
May
1,
1839.
ly
Squash —Early Long Warted ; Early bush ;
thanks of one who has been a great sufferer for sev tl e incautious
subject unhealthy for life.
Canada (hook Neck ; Valparaiso;
NEW GOODS.
ARDEN SEEDS, put up at the Boston eral years, for the great benefit she has received from T hey should also be taken by all women
Auttimua] Marrow, (fine new variety.)
the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Bills. She
HE subscriber has just received and is
Seed Store, for sale by
'I’omato. or Love apple.
has suffered with pain and distress in ibe head, a light from 45 to 50, to prevent the dangerous dis
Turnip.—Early White Dutch; White Elat ;
S. H. GOULD.
now opening a good assortment of
ness across the stomach, shortness id breath, and palpi
Yellow Stone ; Early Garden Slone ;
English, American and French fashionableKennebunk-port, April 26, 1839.
tation of the heart ; exercise would almost overcome orders consequent upon that critical period
Yellow Maltese ; Ruta Baga.
They have been further
her ; but since using your Camomile Tonic Pills, her of female life.
Prints
;
nice
White,
Colored
and
Check
Cam

Swelt a nd Put H ere Seeds.—Thyme; Sweet
QCHOOL BOOKS.—Ail kinds which are complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with-, found, by experience, to afford a powerful
Marjoi urn ; Sagre ; Summer Savory ; Sweet Ba bric ; Brown and Irish Linen; Black Alaout fatigue, and she is happy to say can now enjoy
used in Common schools for sale by
sil j-Balm ; Saffron ; Caraway.
pine ; Black Silk Vesting ; Italian Sewing
remedy in all hypochondriac, hysteric, and
life comfortably again.
S. H. GOULD.
Silk ; Cotton ami Silk Fancy Handkerchiefs ;
FLOWER SEEDS, a great variety.
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third St. N. Y.
vaporish
disorders, both in men ana women,
Kennebunk-port, April 26, |839.
Newark, July 18, 1836—Dear Sir—For 4 years 1
(EFFruit and ornamental trees, roots, &c. supplied Blk. White, Colored and Picnic Silk Gloves.
at Boston prices.
have been so unwell that I was unable to attend to whose nervous system they strengthen and
Also, Brown and Bleached Shirting and
IEF A liberal discount made to those who purt ’tpse Sheeting ; Brown, Black and Blue Drilling ; Furniture & Feather Ware my business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was confin regulate, aid nature in throwing off those
ed to my room ; my complaints were rheumatism, pain gross anti superabundant humors which pro
to sell again.
Cotton Warp ; Yarn ; Cassimere ; Satinett ;
in my stomach, indigestion and loss of appetite, with
house.
SHAKER SEEDS.—The several varieties Glasgow Jean and other articles of Cloth
continual pain and dizziness in my head ; I used differ duce melancholy and depression of spirits,
put up by the Shaker Society, at Alfred.
ent kinds of medicine without effect, until I commenced renovate the body, reanimate the mind, and
ing suitable to the season. A good assort
ildreth & ayres would inform
Kennebunk, April 12, 1839,
taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient Pills;
ment of Groceries ; Steel and Iron Shovels ;
the inhabitants of Kennebunk and their beneficial effects.upon me astonish all who knew diffuse a general cheerfulness and elasticity
Steel Forks ; also, Hard Ware; Crockery ;
vicinity that they have taken the storemysituation.
in
In a few days 1 shall be at your office throughout the whole system. Price $1 50
Herds Grass ; Red top and Clover Seed.
A i
Kennebunk, formerly occupied by Timothy to express iny gratitude to you in person. In the a box, with directions.
EEP constandy for sale, at their Store
prime selection of Ladies’ Fashionable Ties :
mean time I subscribe myselfyour obedient serv. nt,
in Kennebunk-port, wholesale or re- and Slippers ; Misses’ Slippers and Children’s ; Frost, adjoining Mr. Kimball’s carriage man
*#*Prepared from the Original Recipe ift
B. S. JARVIS, 13 Centre st.
ufactory, where they will keep a good assort
tail, the following articles
Dr. Wm. Evans.
Shoes ; Gentlemen’s Calf Shoes of a good:
MS. of the. late Dr. W. T. Conway, by his
ment
of
Furniture
and
Feathers,
consisting
He
therefore
need
only
add
that
his
Flour ; Corn ; Rye ant! Corn Meal ;
quality, all of which will be sold at the lowest
of bureaus, sofas, tables, secretaries, common CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with Immediate Successor, and the Sole Propri
Oil ; Lard ; Bacon ; Pork ; Fish ;
prices for cash or approved credit.
etor, T. KIDDER, and /or sale at bis
fancy, cane seat and mahogany chairs.
his
excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT
Coffee ; Tea ; Salt ; Raisins ;
PORTER HALL.
Kennebunk, Dec. 14, 1838.
PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail, Counting Room, No. 99, next door toL
Molasses ; Sugar ; Caudles ;
Kennebunk, April 19, 1839.
at No. 7, Division st. near Chatham square,’ Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of Court ?nd
Salaeratus ; Starch ; Ginger; Tobacco ;
MOUSSES.
Glass ; Nails; Soap ; Lime ;
New York, and of his authorised agents in Hanover Streets, near Concert Hall, Boston,
HHDS. (Muscovado) Molasses, just town and country.
NOTICE.
Clover and Herds Grass Seed.
and also for sale by his special appointment,
HIpHE subscriber having contracted with
received by
- J. H. JONES corner of Middle and Union (together with all the valuable Medicines
Together with many other articles, all of
the town of Lyman, to support the
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
streets, Portland, Agent for State of Maine, as prepared bv the late Dr. Conway,) by
which they will sell at fair prices.
Kennebunk, April 6,1839.
paupers of said town for one year, hereby
where persons may apply for sub-Agencies.
Kennebunk-port, April 11, 1839.
SAMUEL JORDAN, Kennebunk,
gives notice that he has made suitable provis
Sole Agents, Daniel Remich, Kennebunk ;
SAMUEL POPE. Kennebunk-port.
ion for their support, and hereby forbids all
GRASPS: SJ&E&S.
James Crockett, Norway ; Thomas Chase, N.
persons harboring or trusting said paupers on
CHRJS’R LITTLEFIELD,
ERDS GRASS, Clover and Red top Yarmouth ; Nathan Reynolds, Lewiston ;
HE subscriber has on band a general as his account or off account of the town of Ly- !
Seeds, for sale by
(ty^A large discount made to those who
Joseph Griffin, Brunswick ; Palmer & Wash
sortment of PAINTS, OIL & COL man, as he will pay no bills of their contract
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
burn, Gardiner ; R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell; boy to sell again.
ORS, recently purchased in Boston for Cash,
ingJOHN MURPHY.
Kennebunk, April 6, 1839.
Moses Noble, Augusta ; J. K. Miller, Old
which he will sell at. a small profit for the
Lyman, March 27,1839.
town ; Duren & Thatcher, Bangor ; Samuel
ERDS GRASS, Red-top and Clover
LACK SAND, for sale by ”
same pay, or approved crqdit.
Jackson & Co. Belfast ; Barker Neal, Wis
Seed for sale by
JAMES HUBBARD.
DELL’S PASTE BLACKING for sale
D. REMICH.
casset ; Henry Hyde, Bath«
S. H. GOUL&
Kennebunk, March 27, 1839.
by
D. REMICH.
Kennebunk, March 27, 1839»
April 20, 1839.
Kennebunk-port, April 26, 1839.
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